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Welcome

A couple of weeks ago I was watching the television (as you do) when a programme entitled Britain's worst pet shop came on. A quick run down of the people in the frame left me more than a little surprised. Firstly only two of those featured have pet shop licenses, and one of those was an aquatic outlet in a garden centre. All the rest operated on the fringes of the industry. One person was selling birds out of appalling temporary premises and another was the owner of exotic animals who went round schools talking to children about them. In the process he pulled a lizard out of a sack with such force bits of sack went flying. All good stuff and obvious candidates for “Britain’s worst”, but pet shop? I think not.

Anyway back to our aquatic outlet run by Steve Haswell who actually won the award for “Britain’s worst pet shop”. Throughout its coverage of Steve’s shop nothing was ever said about the state of his tanks. Nor was it ever claimed that the outlet was in anyway substandard. I am sure if they could have found something wrong with it they would have done. Instead Steve won the award because he knew someone who could sell the undercover team a lion! Yes, you read it right, a LION! The lion was duly sold without any paper work from Basildon Zoo and Steve won his award. Fairly or unfairly? I leave you to answer that question.

Dyed corals

For years now we have been campaigning against dyed fish and on the whole had a good response from the trade. Sadly, we still see them from time to time, but few reputable aquarium shops will stock them. Dyed corals are something of a new phenomenon over here, but now the UK is being targeted as a potential market for these poor animals, we have to redouble our efforts to persuade the trade not to stock them. I am pleased to say all the aquarium shops which specialise in marines I have spoken to about this problem have been totally opposed to this cruel practice and would never stock them. If readers do come across anything like this we would like to know. Please ring or e-mail the editorial team saying when and where you saw them. We will keep you posted if anything develops on this front.

Happy fishkeeping.

Thanks to everyone who sent get well messages after I broke my wrist. It is now out of its cast and beginning to move again. The typing is still a little slow and I can’t carry heavy weights yet, but it passed the main test yesterday – tyng a knot in a fish bag!
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Starting Point...

Just beginning in the hobby?
Pat Lambert writes especially for you...

Sharing your experiences and ideas with others is one of the great pleasures of fish keeping. You are lucky if you have someone in your household who shares your interest in the fish, and contacts through the Internet are valuable, especially as distance is no object in maintaining regular and speedy interaction. There is, however, nothing to compare with meeting other hobbyists.

My first contact with other hobbyists was at a large fish show, where I could look round the fish and talk about the exhibits and about fish keeping in general. Through these contacts I joined a fish club and was very lucky in my choice. It was a lively, active club and I visited members' set-ups and ponds. We hired minibuses to go on shop tours and went on pond hunts, ever widening my horizons and deepening my interest. Visiting set-ups is always very interesting and lasting friendships can be formed in this way. There are specialist societies for Anabantoids, Catfish, Cichlids, Goldfish, Killifish, Livebearers, Rainbows and Gobies and you will find many experts in them. They also hold auctions and conventions and produce interesting magazines. Through these societies you can obtain many species of fish that you will be unable to find in the shops, and advice is readily available on how to keep and breed them. Many of their leading members write articles for this magazine. Through my specialist society I have been able to visit and stay with fellow aquarists in other parts of the world, looking at their set-ups in the real world and exchanging fish. There really is nothing like it and you can't get that kind of experience on the Internet.

THE HEART BLEEDS

Tetras are often featured in this column because they have many of the attributes needed for community life. There is a wide range of them readily available through aquatic outlets, so this month let's look at Socomol's bleeding heart tetra which is more commonly seen than the true Bleeding heart tetra Hypchosobrycon erythrostigma (the name's quite a mouthful for such a small fish). These fish are adaptable to normal aquarium conditions although, in common with many tetras, they prefer slightly acidic water. They need to be kept in a shoal where they will display their lovely coloration. They have a high dorsal, are named for the large red spot in line with and a little behind the eye, and the lower half of the body is suffused with a pinkish glow. When the fins are fully extended, as they are when tank conditions are to their liking, they are beautiful little tetras that only grow to 5cm and fit in well with a community of small fishes.

Look out for these and buy 8-10

Today's top tip

Ensure that the lid on fish food containers is firmly replaced after each feed. Always store in a cool, dry atmosphere. Damp flakes deteriorate quickly and, if wet, should be discarded not stored.

WARNING

Never leave fish food containers balancing on the edge of the tank. For dry food this can be a real hazard.
DOLLARS FOR YOUR TANK

Silver Dollars are disc shaped characins and, beautiful as they are, create some problems for their owner. Red Hook Metynnis grow to about 15 cm which is a moderate size but they need large, deep tanks (at least 120 cm long) as they are almost as deep as they are long. They are very active nervous fish and their skittish behaviour can lead to a leap from tank to floor even through the smallest gap, so a tight fitting lid is essential. They are strong swimmers using the aquarium space to the fullest extent. A solitary Silver dollar becomes extremely nervous and two only tend to fight, the stronger bullying the weaker even to the point of death. Otherwise these fish are easy to keep and adapt well to a range of aquarium conditions. Planted tanks, however, will be declimated as even the bitter tasting Java Fern that is shunned by most fish will be chopped down. They need to be kept in a shoal and a shoal of these beautiful, ever moving Silver dollars is truly a sight to behold.

The Red Hook Metynnis is not a fish for the plant lover.

HERE’S A PLANT WORTH CONSIDERING

Alternanthera reineckii is a fast growing and adaptable plant with long, narrow leaves approximately 50 cm in length. Stems need to be planted separately, about 5-20 cm apart. This is the bronze form which is a very attractive colour form but it needs good light intensity otherwise the leaves tend to be green rather than a very attractive copper red.

Lost for Words

Ceramics: This refers to the variety of hollow ceramic shapes that are used as filter media. Water flows freely through them and can be used in a series of media in a filter. Easy to wash (in mature water) for reuse.

Condensation tray: Perspex or glass sheet installed between the aquarium and the hood to minimize evaporation and prevent electrical connections from becoming wet.

Dither fish: These are fish placed in a tank with other fish to settle them down.

Gas Exchange: Carbon dioxide is given off and oxygen is absorbed only at the water’s surface where air and water meet. The greater the surface area of the water, the more oxygen can be absorbed. This is why the measurement of the surface area is important in calculating the number of fish that can be kept in a tank. In waters that are depleted of oxygen, fish can be seen gasping at the water’s surface in their search for oxygen.

Mature water: Water that has gone through the nitrogen cycle via filtration and contains a good population of nitrifying bacteria that eliminate ammonia and nitrite.

Pancaking: This usually occurs in flat sided fish where the fish panics and swims along the water surface on its side.

pH shocks: This most frequently occurs when fish are transferred from one tank to another without testing the pH. A sudden change in pH can cause such stress to the fish that it dies.

It's easier with AQUARIAN
www.aquarian.com
DOWN IN THE MOUTH

The mouth of a fish gives you a visible indication of the size and type of food most suitable for your fish. Barbs, Danios and Goldfish have toothless mouths but they have teeth in their throat (pharyngeal teeth) which cut the food before it is swallowed. Cichlids and Characins have teeth that tear larger pieces into small pieces and they sometimes have pharyngeal teeth as well to break food down further. The size of the mouth also dictates what foods can be easily taken in. Some Cichlids and Catfish have very big mouths.

Sucker mouthed catfishes are so named because their lips form into a suction pad for hoovering around tank surfaces. Thick lips hide the teeth of some Cichlids and the teeth are all too visible in predatory fish such as the Piranha. Under slung mouths indicate bottom feeders, upturned mouths indicate surface feeders. Carnivorous fish have sharp gill rakers as well as teeth on the tongue. Fish with numerous and closely crowded gill rakers eat small foods.

Top of the pops’ in fish food

Nowadays we are very lucky to have nutritious flavoured foods readily available. Most fish keepers have busy working lives and flakes are easy to store and easy to feed. These may be convenience foods but quality flake from reputable manufacturers has been laboratory tested and contains all the ingredients to provide the fish with a staple diet. Convenient they may be, but flakes are worth their weight in gold. According to Baerch, 96 million fish kept in Germany consume 500 tons of flake a year! I guess that’s a good indication of its popularity. Many of the fish we keep in our community tanks thrive on today’s convenience foods and “top of the pops” is flake.

The ten golden rules of fishkeeping

Read all about it
Take the first steps in fish keeping by finding out all you can about caring for your fish.
- Manufacturers often provide free booklets about fish care.
- Inexpensive books provide information on setting up.
- Today’s Fishkeeper experts are on hand with helpful advice and sections of the magazine are devoted to beginners.

THE WATER

- Testing: Before introducing any fish to your new tank test the water for Ammonia, Nitrite and Nitrate. Safe water ready to receive fish should have zero readings of Ammonia & Nitrite and almost zero nitrates. Test the pH, pH is neutral, above this is more alkaline and below 7 is more acidic. Read up on pH requirements for any fish you intend to purchase.
- Temperature norms: Freshwater tropicals 21-28°C. Marine: 26°C. Coldwater: 15.5-21°C. Some delicate species have very specific requirements, read up on them before you purchase.
- Filtration cleans the water in your tank. Choose the filtration most suitable for the fish you intend to keep. Some species do not appreciate being blown around the tank, others that come from fast flowing waters like more turbulence. Large tropicals, coldwater and marines require larger filtration systems.

THE FISH

- Stocking levels: For freshwater tropicals we recommend 12cm² of surface area per 1cm³ of fish. Marine: For a fish only setup we recommend 2.5cm³ of fish for 1 litre of water and for Reef only setups we recommend 2.5cm³ of fish per 27 litres of water.

For your free beginners guide please call: 0845 677 6770 or visit our website: www.aquarian.com

AQUARIAN

For all your aquarium needs.

Ponds to a maximum of 250cm of fish per 4500l of water. Measurements should be based on the optimum adult size of the species not the size at the time of purchase. NEVER OVERSTOCK

Knowledge: Find out as much as you can about any fish you hope to buy before purchase.

Introducing fish: Fish should be added a few at a time over a period of several weeks to new setups. This allows the filter system to mature.

Quarantine: All new purchases should be quarantined for established tanks for at least two weeks.

THE ROUTINES

- Feeding: Twice daily feeds are the norm for most adult fish. Try to feed at the same time each day as this establishes a routine. Only offer as much as the fish can eat in a few minutes.
- Water changes: Freshwater tropicals: 10-20% weekly. Marine: no more than 20% every two weeks. Ponds also appreciate an occasional water change. Keep an eye on ammonia, nitrite and nitrate levels. They should be zero in a mature pond.
- Cleaning filters: These should be cleaned once a week. If they work by biological filtration (bacteria breaking down the waste) and you have a sponge in them, this must be cleaned in old aquarium water that is then discarded. Never use any household detergent or soap on aquarium equipment or tanks.

OBSERVATION: Daily observation is the key to successful fishkeeping. Look for any abnormal swimming patterns, bullying or laziness. See that the fish are eating well and that all are getting their share. If fish are in difficulties test the water.
100% Natural

Big news for fish

Aquarian, the UK's number 1 fish food has a new range with everything your fish needs for a happy, healthy life. From growth, colour and herbivore supplement flakes, to cichlid pellets and catfish tablets, they're all cleverly designed to target the right fish with the right food.

AQUARIAN
Successful fish keeping made easy
Priceless Pearls

Mary Sweeney creates a community around Pearl Gouramis.

Easily one of the most beautiful of aquarium fishes, Pearl Gouramis are ideal community aquarium fish as well. There are few fish that give so much and ask so little.

Natural habitat

The Pearl gourami, Trichogaster leeri, is a native of Southeast Asia: the Malay Peninsula, Borneo, Sumatra, Indonesia, in other words right on the equator. This exquisite fish is found in the humblest of surroundings in small bodies of water that fill with the frequent rains and evaporate in between. These conditions are similar to those where other Labyrinth fishes are found as well.

The pools are generally clogged with heavy vegetation and the Pearl gourami especially appreciates a heavily planted aquarium. This is one fish that deserves to be surrounded by nice floating plants as it never destroys the plants, though it will borrow a few bits and pieces to help hold the old bubblenest together, but it is in no way destructive like some other fish whose names I will not
IDEAL COMMUNITY COMPANIONS

There are many species that can be kept with these fish. Using Asia as a starting point Rasboras such as Harlequins, Redlines, Red-tailed or Neon rasboras make especially good companions. Another choice would be some of the small peaceful Barbs like Cumming's barb or the Singhaese fire barb (Rasboraoides waterloris) will all add colour to your community. Moving away from Asia, some of the small peaceful tetras would make another good choice, with the bottom looked after by any of a whole range of Corydoras species.

One male to a tank

One caveat is that there be only one male to a group, as the males are, naturally, not fond of competitors. Otherwise, you couldn't meet a nicer fish. It is more important to make sure that potential tankmates will not bully, harass, or otherwise bother the gouramis. Their long, delicate (one could even say expressive) ventral fins are always at risk when they are kept with rippers like Tiger barbs. They are especially beautiful when kept with a large school of Cardinal or Neon tetras. The colours are electrifying. The Pearl gourami tends to stay near the top of the tank, which leaves plenty of room below for a compatible assortment of bottom-dwellers, Corys and the like.

The Pearl gourami is not only one of the most attractive, but also one of the hardiest and easiest to keep of any of the fishes generally kept in the aquarium. It has only one Achilles Heel, and that is its soft body. Pearl gouramis are physically delicate and can sustain a bit of body damage in shipping or netting. Keep an eye out for a touch of fungus after a move and treat it before it has had time to invade and poison deep tissue.

Like other fishes of the family Belontiidae, the body is slender and elongate. The ventral fins, often called "feelers," are long and thin and get a lot of

WATER CONDITIONS

Pearl gouramis do well in water with low pH. A pH of 6.5 is ideal, but these fish are so cooperative that they will even tolerate water with a pH of up to 8.5. I would exercise caution and take some time for acclimation if transferring the fish from, say a shop tank with low pH to a home tank with a higher pH value, but otherwise there should be no problem. It is very convenient to meet a fish that can adapt to your water chemistry rather than trying to change the water chemistry to suit the fish. Slow water movement is preferred, especially around spawning time, and a sponge filter powered by an adjustable air pump is ideal. Having the ability to slow the airflow to a minimum for spawning is quite an asset.
use. There is a black line that runs from the lip to tail and is punctuated with a black dot. The body is covered with iridescent pearly spots on bluish-brown background. The breast of the male, from just under the mouth to the anal fin is a soft red that becomes fiery red when he is in spawning mode. This is just one of the many beautiful features of this fish, and many people who are uninterested in spawning the fish still keep females with the male just to have him hold this color most of the time. In adult males, the anal fin develops a “fringe” as the fin rays develop farther than the fin itself. All in all, this is a magnificent fish. The female is nearly equal in beauty though she never develops quite the same intensity of color. She can be identified out of a group due to her rounder, smaller dorsal fin and slightly more subdued coloration.

Breeding Pearls

Spawning the Pearl gourami is not at all difficult. The adult male will signal his readiness by developing the characteristic deep red coloration described above. The female will get somewhat more colorful and her belly will become distended with eggs. These fish will spawn year ‘round, but young adults will generally start spawning for the first time in late winter or early spring, especially if they have been separated and conditioned properly with live or frozen foods like Bloodworms, Glassworms, Tubifidae, and Brine shrimp.

The water in the spawning tank should be lowered to about 15 to 20cm. You will see where this is very important when you see how hard the male works to tend the eggs and fry. The water should be about 26°C.

The male will generally start to build a bubble nest within hours of developing the redder breast. Once a male has started building bubble nests, he generally continues to do so as if in the hopes that a willing female will chance by. We will take the guesswork out of this for him and return the plump female to the spawning tank when he has a good bubble nest built and his colors are shocking. Don’t bother to
return the female if she is not bulging with eggs. It will cause a lot of frustration on both their parts and could endanger her life.

Spawning takes place beneath the bubblenest. The male wraps his body around the female's and she releases many, many eggs that he fertilizes simultaneously. Once spawning is complete, remove the female. Her job is over and there is an outside chance that her presence will annoy the male, though male Pearls are not the worst when it comes to abusing the female when he's done with her.

**Remove the mother**

The eggs float to the surface and the male carefully places them into the bubblenest. He works constantly to keep the nest together and the eggs in the nest. The pace picks up a bit when the eggs hatch and the fry (that look like silvers of glass) start to exit the nest on their own. He will try to keep the family together but it's an exercise in futility and soon all the young are free of the bubblenest. They will stay fairly close together for a while, but it's best to remove the male and let the fry carry on by themselves. He's entitled to a well-deserved rest.

**WHAT DO THEY EAT?**

One look at the little upturned mouth of the Pearl gourami and you know right off what they eat and how they like it. These fish are omnivores that will "inhale" small tidbits from the surface of the water. They take flake food without complaint, but certainly appreciate small live foods and frozen foods as well. They seem to be very fond of Daphnia. They are also quite useful at removing the aquarium pest, the Hydra. In fact, they will also clear out any small, unwanted wormy things living in an older tank, such as the harmless but unsightly Planaria. Bloodworms, Blackworms, and Tubifex worms will cause them to make total pigs of themselves and they look very uncomfortable if allowed to overdo these treats. A Pearl gourami with a bulging belly just looks wrong.

If you have used a sponge filter, you will see the fry pecking at the surface of the filter. This is a sign that you should start to offer infusoria or liquid fry food morning, noon, and night. Increase the size of the food as they grow. Keep the water clean and give them enough room and you should have plenty of baby gouramis to offer at your local club or pet shop in no time. One additional point of importance: it is very important to prevent drafts from reaching the fry. Cool air interferes with the development of the labyrinth organ, thus it is most important to cover the tank with a sheet of glass when the fry become free swimming.

---

**10 Community Cautions**

- **Big fish will usually eat small fish**
  1. Be aware of the size to which the species in your community set up will grow and try to keep them even.

- **Fish require different water temperatures**
  2. When creating a community, always ensure that the fish you are choosing can live at the same temperature and adjust your thermostat accordingly.

- **Fish have varying dietary requirements**
  3. Remember to cover the scope of dietary needs within your feeding regime and add extra filtration if you stock carnivorous species.

- **Do not mix riverine and still water fish**
  4. Riverine fish require higher oxygen and filtration levels than still water fish. Still water will kill them. When exposed to fast moving water, still water fish quickly become distressed and lose condition. Choose either a still water OR a riverine Community.

- **Fish have different water requirements**
  5. Always ensure that your community tank only contains species that need the same water pH and hardness.

- **Fill all the levels**
  6. Different fish live in different areas of the tank. There are top, middle and bottom dwellers. A good community tank will include each of these.

- **Never over stock**
  7. Cramped conditions can lead to aggression in otherwise placid species.

- **Keep your eyes open**
  8. Look for bullies in your community and remove them immediately. Prevention is always better than cure.

- **Provide sufficient territory**
  9. Always ensure each species in your community has it's own territory. For example if you have 5 species of cave dwellers, ensure there are 5 caves...

- **Differing dispositions**
  10. Quiet tranquil species can easily become distressed when in close proximity to lively boisterous tank-mates. Keep the temperaments of your community fish similar.

---

Tetra, PO Box 373, Eastleigh, Hampshire, SO53 3UX

Tetra's Virtual Aquarium at www.tetra-fish.co.uk
A touch of the Orient

Peter May says "It's not what you do, it's the way that you do it".

PHOTOS: PETER MAY

As any teenager will tell you, if you want to be accepted as fashionable or stylish, you need to do more than just dress up in the latest gear and parade about. You really need to think, be and breathe life into the image that you are trying to create. The same applies to style from another culture and not just in the fashion that affects clothing, but in all artistic endeavours that involve personal expression, and this definitely includes garden and landscape design.

Take the style and culture of Japan for instance; you certainly have a head start if you just happen to be Japanese, because the style expresses an underlying ethos of the whole Japanese culture that is just too difficult for most of us to grasp on first encounter. Japanese gardens are therefore not just brightly painted teahouses, red and black fencing, tortured trees, stone pagodas, stepping stones and spitting frogs.

Fishy story

Many people come to the Japanese garden style obliquely through their passion for another hobby, fish keeping. For them as with the Japanese, water is the focal point of the scene. The fish, primarily Carp, are integral to the summer scene in the garden, lending a gentle movement to the stillness. They are a symbol of strength and determination. If you build a Japanese style waterfall, there is a stone at the base of the fall, which is often referred to as the 'wave dividing stone'. It represents a fish on its journey up the fall where it turns into a dragon; another stone that is otherwise referred to as the 'water dividing stone'.

This, believe it or not, is a symbol of a man's journey through life and the final achievement of his ambition.

The Chinese and the Japanese have bred both goldfish and carp for centuries. The Japanese originally bred carp or Magal primarily for eating, but apparently sometime in the 1800s people in the main fish farming area, the prefecture of Nagata, started keeping colourful mutations of these fish as pets and breeding new varieties from them. Although by the 1980s there were quite a few set varieties, hardly anyone was aware of their existence, even in Japan, until 1934 when a display of them was shown in a Tokyo exhibition in an...
attempt to promote the welfare of the poor people of the Niigata region. Although it sparked a great deal of interest at the time, economic depression and world wars delayed any global exposure until after World War II. With an infrastructure of rail and air transport then in place these fish that had come to be known as nishikigoi would be available to everyone all over the world.

**Essential water, essential requirements**

Water has been essential to Japanese gardens since the concept of a garden was originally lifted from the Chinese in the 9th century. It is there to reflect the beauty of the overhanging trees and it adds depth and space to the area in front of the viewer. Water in a pool is a balancing 'in' element to the hard 'yo' of the rocks and also any stream or cascade running through or over the rocks.

Islands are important because they were inherited with the original concept from China where the island was the home of Immortal Souls. They also help to hide some of the water from the viewer in a large stretch of water. All of the water must not be visible from any one point suggesting that there is more to be seen.

For the health and clarity of the water, it must never remain static. Traditionally the water garden would be fed by a natural stream and an outlet from the pool would rejoin the original course of the stream. The source of the water must be obscured from view.

Moving water is as essential as the calm reflective pool because it has the power to distract us from our preoccupations. The noise it creates also has the effect of drowning out most other extraneous noise in a calming way. Small ribbon waterfalls are as effective as great torrents.

The Chinese 'yo' and 'yo' are the Japanese 'in' and 'yo' and the names of the forces of nature that have to be kept in balance. In the garden, one element like the smooth surface of the pool, 'yo', balances the hard stone, 'yo'. It can get quite complex when you have to consider flat colours; like a award of green moss, in balance with the billowing greens of the trees and shrubs (basically a balance of form and colour) at the same time as considering the balance of horizontal with vertical, light and shade, movement and stillness and the elements of stone, water and plant life together.

Geometric forms and any sort of geometrical formal balance are out of the question, although natural form and shape are all important. Trees are pruned to a shape or form symbolic of some ideal for that plant or to balance the hard shape of buildings or manmade structures in the garden. Although plants, grasses, moss, or pebbles cover the ground with no bare soil to be seen, flowers themselves are limited mainly to plants that mark the seasons; the azaleas, camellias and cherries in spring; irises for the summer; and the glow of the Maple foliage in the Autumn. The huge range of Japanese flowering plants were generally kept close to the main entrance to the house in pots. However there seems to be something inherently Japanese in all indigeneous Japanese plants, and in choosing them, in exclusion of plants from other countries, you will find even the most muttonish effort at Japanese garden landscaping acquiring a distinctly oriental air.
MEANINGFUL ORNAMENTS

Rocks have their own individual characters expressed in their texture, shape and how they sit. They are never piled up on each other, neither are they placed singly, unless they sit like an island in the middle of a pool. Usually they are in an odd number, grouped in a way that is in harmony with the complete ambience of the garden. They provide permanence and stability amongst the slow change and growth of the trees and shrubs and they were considered the greatest treasures of the garden. Being able to see their true character and to be able to place them in the most appropriate place was an art left to special priests called ishidare-so.

Stepping-stones or zig-zag bridges over water prevent evil spirits from following you on your journey. Frogs make a mockery of them as their progress is damped. The purifying qualities of water are to be used for cleansing yourself before you enter the Teahouse. The Teahouse is where you meet your mentor and devoutly perform the rituals of the tea ceremony as part of your quest for spontaneous enlightenment. It had evolved from a mountain hermitage that would have been sought out by a member of the ruling elite of the warrior class.

There may be a small stone wrapped up in ribbon on the path. This means you must not pass this point. Pergolas and archways have their place in Japanese garden art and they can double as supports for screens and shading over the pool.

Practicalities

For most people there is little inclination to tie themselves to any one form of garden style. Besides that, Japanese gardens require a commitment in time and expense, taking years to mature, if not life times before the starkness melts into a mellow softness. So most people choose to compromise.

All fish look at home in a Japanese garden, if you can see them, in fact the visual emphasis is often on the fish as they congregate around the oxygen rich area around the base of a waterfall, or the cool shade of a bridge. Plants like marginals and lilies don’t normally figure a great deal in the traditional Japanese water garden, which is probably just as well since if it is Koi that you are interested in keeping then they are highly likely to make pretty short work of them. One way of preserving the plants is to make their own torpedo resistant planting beds placed behind the strategic protection natural looking stone.

An efficient biological filtration system is essential. If you have the room, the where with all and you are starting from scratch, a gravity fed system from bottom drains in the pool would be perfect. This allows you to have the pool completely clear of clutter, with no pumps or piping visible and without the expense, noise and maintenance of external pumps. This can be operating some distance away behind a plant or bamboo screen, whilst the pumps within the filter only have the effort of pumping back clean and clear water to the pool.

As long as the shape of the pool is fairly organic, you can get away with edging it with anything. The customary shingle and large pebbles leading up to a lawn of moss may not seem suitable for most domestic situations. Decking is a soft option and balances the effects of a lot of hard landscaping, even reducing the effect of a geometric shape to a pool. The art is in less rather than more, so the impact of certain well placed features or the right kind of containers suitably planted and very little else is all that is necessary to create an oriental balance to even a formal geometric shape. In 1995, a Merrist Wood College creation at the Chelsea Flower Show had a formal pool off to the right, with a large paving area to left rather than the pool formally placed centre stage. With a few finishing details for the fence and pergola ends, the right plants and colours, although it seemed a hybrid of cultures the effect was nonetheless appealing. So it ain’t what you do, it’s the way that you do it!
From Green Water
To Clean Water

Cleanwater Provides crystal clear water and ensures your algae will disappear.... you will be able to see your fish, and the plants will enjoy an increased amount of light. Fresh, green and flourishing pond-life will once again be created, and algae will be a thing of the past!!

Make the most of the summer in your garden this year, algae free ponds are just a phone call away.

There are hundreds of stockists of Cleanwater in the UK, for details on one near you, call this Number Now

01494 786759 / 792140

For best results a pump and filter should always be installed, and "Cleanwater" be placed in the flow of the water, preferably in the filter.
Will my Gouramis get enough food?

I am new to the hobby and I have just bought two Gouramis (1 Dwarf powder blue gourami and 1 royal red gourami) to add to my tank which has 3 Zebra danios and 3 Leopard danios in. Can you tell me if the Gouramis will eat the flake food that I am feeding the other fish in my aquarium, or should I be using a different food, if so, which one? Can you recommend a particular brand. The other fish in my aquarium are quite greedy and are quick to get to the food, so I am worried that the Zebras and Leopards will be overfed and the Gouramis will not get enough. Chris via e-mail.

These Gouramis will eat flake food without any problem. Once they have settled in they will be over to the food like a shot, so you don't need to worry that they will miss out. In fact, because they are smarter than your other fish and more aware of what is happening outside of their tank, you may well find them sitting directly underneath where you put the food in your aquarium as soon as you move to open the aquarium lid! Nutrafin Max is an excellent quality flake food but all the major brands of flake food are of a good standard so you can buy any of those on offer in your local aquarium shop.

Derek Lambert
**How do I balance my pH and KH?**

I have recently purchased a Kent Marine R/O DI unit and am experiencing difficulties in 'fixing' the water. I have two tanks, a community heavily planted, and a slightly planted one with two baby Discus. My tap water chemistry is as follows: pH=7.0, GH=8, KH=3. I run CO2 through my community tank which reduces the pH to around 7.0. 

**Q** I understand the reasons for the process would erode the pH even further, with very little buffering, and could quite easily crash? I read an article on plant keeping the other day where a hobbyist had a pH of 6.5 and a KH of 8 degrees, how is this done without having a high pH? Where am I going wrong?

Stuart Cooke (Worcs).

**A** Although pH is affected directly by KH, you must not overlook other factors that can cause pH to change, without affecting the KH. KH is a measure of carbondioxide dissolved in the water, which are the most common 'family' of buffering compounds in water. However, other non-carbonate containing compounds can cause the pH to change without affecting KH. For example, the pH would rise with the application of NaHCO3 (sodium bicarbonate), but as it does not contain carbonate, would not cause the KH to change. 

The close relationship between pH and KH can also be affected by the addition of CO2. From the table below, you can see that the addition of CO2 to different levels can cause the pH to fluctuate in a water whose KH is constant. 

In conclusion, test kits can often cause us to oversimplify water chemistry, as there are many other factors besides those that cause KH to fluctuate that can cause pH to rise and fall. I assume your target pH and KH values are to achieve 'ideal' water conditions in your aquarium. I would be tempted to redline ideal as those in which your fish and plants thrive and let your captive aquatic organisms be the judge as to whether your aquarium water is ideal. A good starting point to achieve this at pH 7.0 would be to use your CO2 to drive down the pH of a mix of tap and RO water, and you should see your KH fall also.

Ben Helm

---

**Today's Answers Expert Panel**

- Alf Stalsberg Ciclids
- Pete Liprot General questions on tropical fish and oddballs
- Andrew Caine General questions on Marine life
- Ben Helm General questions on Coldwater plus equipment and technical advice
- Lance Jepson Health
- Tony Sault Discus
- David Armitage Anabantids
- Derek Lambert Livebearers, Rainbows and Breeding fish
- Ian Fuller Catfish
- Andy Gabbott Killifish
- Stephen Smith Goldfish
- Bernice Brewster Koi and Pond
- Bob & Val Davies Reptiles and amphibians

---

**Questions by Post**

Please indicate clearly on the top left-hand corner of your envelope which person you wish to receive your questions to go to. All letters must be accompanied by a SAE and addressed to: Fishkeeping Answers, Today's Fishkeeper, TRMG Ltd., Winchester Court, 1 Forum Place, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, AL10 9RN.

---

**Why has this fish grown so big?**

I have just purchased a Red Sailfin Pleco. I believe its proper name is P. gibbiceps for my 45 cm aquarium. It was 5 cm long when I bought it (the label said 5cm was its maximum size) but it has over doubled in size in just a few months. Have I got the wrong fish or was the label wrong?

Janice Cook, London.

**Q** Neither! The fish you have is a Red sailfin pleco and it was only 5 cm when you bought it. Some shops only label up their fish with the size they are in the aquarium, not the final size they grow to. If you knew this then it is not a problem, but if not it is all too easy to fall into the trap you have. Final adult size on your fish will be 50 cm so you will have to find a new home for it soon.

Derek Lambert

---

**Internet Service**

Fishkeeping Answers is also available via e-mail. Most of our experts can be contacted via the Internet. A few are still not on-line so we will have to pass your messages on to them by small mail (we will tell you when this happens) but otherwise you should receive a reply to your questions in a few days rather than weeks.

Send your e-mails to: fishkeepinganswers@trmg.co.uk

---

www.hagen.com
Tropical

What is that beautiful blue fish and can I keep it?

I went on a fish buying trip last weekend and saw some beautiful blue fish labelled up as Tanganyikan lampeye. They looked nothing like any lampeye I had seen before and I would love to add some to one of my three tanks. One is for soft water fish, another is supposed to be a general community with normal tap water (very hard and alkaline around here) but only has some Albino Corydoras left in it now, and the third is a Malawi cichlid tank. Do you have any idea what these fish are, how big they grow and what conditions they require?

Brian Jordan, via e-mail.

I can see why you fell in love with these beautiful fish. Their scientific name is Lamprologus tanganyicae and they are found in Lake Tanganyika where they grow to a maximum size of 15 cm. It is a timid schooling fish which requires hard alkaline water (your tap water should be fine) and a temperature between 25 - 28 °C. Good filtration is essential and they can be a little delicate when transporting them. Make sure each fish is bagged separately for the journey home and don’t delay getting them in their new home as soon as possible. Good luck with what must be one of the most spectacular of all cichlids.

Derek Lambert.

The Old Nemesis – Algae!

I have started a tropical aquarium that I was given as a Christmas present and I am doing my best to ensure that I am doing everything correctly. However, despite weekly water changes I am building up a fair amount of algae on my plants and I need to know what I can do to get rid of it and stop it coming back in the future. My present setup includes a number of plants with 4 Golden danios and a recent addition of 2 bristle-nosed catfish (hoping they would eat the algae). Unfortunately, I live in a house with an abundance of windows so I cannot ensure the tank is out of daylight for the whole day, but I have improvised with some car sun glare screens to try and reduce the amount of natural light in the aquarium. I also note that I seem to be in a particularly hard-water area and to try and counteract this, I am adding pH buffer 6.5 to my water changes, without much success. Please advise me before my beautiful looking set-up turns into pea soup.

John Graves, via e-mail.

The first thing you can do to tackle this problem is increase your plants. Strong fast growers like Vallis will gobble up nutrients the algae need to grow. You can also introduce a floating plant like Riccia. This stuff will provide shade and reduce nitrates. All new tanks tend to have a problem with algae after a few months because nitrates and phosphates (from fish food and biological filtration) build up. Plenty of growing higher plants will counter this. If you still have problems after a month then you will have to tackle it using another route. Algae feed on two things besides light - phosphate and nitrate. So if you can’t cut the light down enough, you can tackle the other two foods by using both phosphate and nitrate removers in your aquarium (there are lots on the market). That way you will starve the algae out.

Derek Lambert.

Where can I train in aquatics?

I have been a keen aquarist for some time now and due to a job change am now looking to make a career in aquarium supplies and maintenance. I have contacted many training providers all with many different types of courses available. My main concern is that I wish to be trained by recognised providers. Do you have any ideas on what courses and also what experience would be best in order for me to further my career?

Andrew Cooper, via e-mail.

There are 2 recognised leading aquatic training providers, who have been specialising in ornamental aquatics for many years. These are Brookside Medon College, Leics and Sparsholt College, Hampshire. You will be required to attend a 2 year full time (30 weeks/year) course, for a National Diploma, which has an excellent record at placing qualified students in a range of aquatic opportunities. Choose the one which is closest to you and they will gladly give you a tour of the facilities and advise you on your options. These colleges also run short courses.

If you cannot afford the time commitment of a full time course, then contact the Ornamental and Aquatic Trade Association (OATA) and enquire about their distance learning packages. Tel 0870 0434013. Best of luck, there are many people in our industry that have successfully turned their hobby into their career, including me!

Ben Hehir.

Nutrafin Aquatic Products & Fluval
Suitable Corys for a Zebra plec tank

I am hoping that you might be able to suggest some tankmates, preferably a Cory species, to share my Zebra plec tank. The tank is set up to try and breed Zebras, (no success yet) so the water is warm at about 28 °C with lots of water flow. I find that the 12 Zebras are very poor at keeping the tank clean. It contains various pieces of wood and caves and I find that any food which lands on top of the wood or caves does not get eaten. I am looking for a couple of fish which are a little more active to search just off the bottom for food and as I am a Cory fan, I am hoping to introduce a couple of them. I have seen Corydoras gossel kept in warm tanks with Discus in a number of shops, and the Corydoras adolfi I keep appear to be happy in up to 28 °C, but what do you suggest? Would it be worth considering a pair of Stichirama cats as peaceful tankmates, or would the water be too warm?

Graham Summersgill via e-mail

Picking Cory’s as tank mates for Hypsancistrus zebra is as you rightly say is not an easy task. The Corydoras species that you mention is the ideal candidate, this is one of the few Corydoras species that require warm conditions to breed. I am not sure how Cory’s and Zebras would get along, they are not naturally sympatric species. The fact that you want, or expect them to clean up after the Zebras is not really the ideal situation for them or any other Cory species. You do not mention what you are feeding the Zebras but it may not be the ideal Cory diet. I would advise you to firstly make sure that you are feeding the Zebras correctly, then decide whether or not you want to add some Cory’s. If you are feeding too much food that there are remnants left around the tank the following morning, you are either feeding the wrong food or you are feeding far too much. Zebras are very active at night and the best time to feed them is just before the lights go out, if there is any left in the morning do not feed them that day and reduce the amount at the next feeding time.

Ian Fuller

WARNING

CO2 on the cheap?

I’ve seen lots of CO2 setups advertised, very few actually buy CO2. However, can I tell you if the CO2 gas used for welding is exactly the same? If so, could I use a CO2 bottle in my tank setup? Obviously I would set it to its minimum flow so that the bubbles are just trickling up, my tank setup is 120 x 37.5 x 30cm, and contains Zebras (various), 1 small pair of Angels, a few Corydoras and six Bridleds.

Kevlin Walker, Via e-mail

I am not a welding expert, however you could add the CO2 from a cylinder to your aquarium via an air line and diffuser stone, but this would not be the best approach. Standard airline is porous to CO2, and when you buy a needle valve, you will be supplied with the correct tubing for CO2.

Furthermore, you need to find a way of ensuring that the CO2 that you introduce to your aquarium remains in contact with your water so that it will dissolve completely. Remember that the water movement in CO2 fertilised aquarium should be as low as possible or the CO2 will come out of solution. Firstly, CO2 passing through a diffuser will race to the surface and secondly, will possibly lead to excessive levels of CO2 entering the aquarium (although this can be controlled at the needle valve). Aquatic CO2 diffuser systems introduce the CO2 through a semi-enclosed chamber in a downward stream of water (returning from an external power filter). This chamber prevents the CO2 gas seeping into the surface and enhances contact time between the incoming water and CO2 by ensuring an intimate mix between the water flow and captive CO2 is achieved. A final piece of equipment is a bubble counter that will enable you to dose your aquarium with the correct rate of CO2 in relation to your aquarium volume and KH.

Ben Helm

www.hagen.com
ANY IDEA WHAT THIS IS?

I purchased a new coral for my Fish/Invert aquarium. Although his/her first day has gone well and he seems happy, so far I do not know what he is. This coral, of which I have attached a pic in an attachment within this e-mail, was being sold as a Gorgonian. Although this may be very correct I can't seem to find a picture or reference to this coral anywhere on the internet. I have searched high and low. Please could you help me in identifying this coral as its becoming a little frustrating and hard on the eyes? Paul Hallissy, Maidenhead.

Your coral is not a Gorgonian but in fact a member of the genus Gonipora, so I can see where Gorgonian came from. In looks and requirements, however, they cannot be more different. They are very difficult to keep long term and seem to die off within a year, and we do not fully understand why. Feeding could be the way forward. Feed with copious amounts of live phytoplankton which will also provide the required very small zooplankton prey. High lighting and very good water quality are also required. Sorry to be the bringer of bad news but feed correctly and this may be the answer.

Andrew Caine

Which replacement lights?

I currently have a 120 x 30 x 45cm mixed marine tank. It is currently illuminated by 2 coral life 10,000 k; 1 coral life 20,000 and 1 actinic fluorescent tubes. The time has come to replace these tubes as routine. I do not think I can afford the new T5 lighting systems, so would you recommend replacing the coral life tubes using only coral life 20,000k ones? Would this be a brighter arrangement or can you suggest a better mix?

Colin Brashier, Via e-mail

The cost of 4 T8 tubes would be the same as a twin T5 system so by investing in this you will be saving money because your tubes will only need replacing every two years instead of one, then you can buy a new actinic tube. The light quality would also be greater with 2 x T5s than all four T8 tubes you have.
IS A PROTEIN SKIMMER ESSENTIAL?

Q I am writing to ask about my new marine tank that I am setting up. The other day I took a trip to one of my local aquatics centres. I asked whether a protein skimmer was an essential piece of equipment in a fish only tank. He told me that as long as it was a fish only tank and I am using artificial coral it would be OK. I was very happy about this because it meant that I didn’t need to spend 5 months of my pocket money on a protein skimmer. Yet the same day I took a trip to the new Maidenhead aquatics centre in Boldheath where I was looking for another filter for my 1 metre tropical tank, where I was told that without a protein skimmer all my fish would get diseases and slowly die off. Please tell me the correct answer so that I can start up my new tank as soon as I can.

A Adam Taylor, Widnes, aged thirteen.

I am sorry to tell you that in a fish only system a bigger protein skimmer than that normally specified for your tanks capacity is required. This is because more waste is produced in a fish only system than any other. If you send us a S.A.E. we will send you a free beginners guide to marine, which will put you on the right path.

Protein skimmers come in all sizes depending upon the size of the aquarium they are going to be used on. This one from AB Aqua Medic is designed for very large systems but they make a whole range suitable for every size of aquarium.

Which is the best method for adding calcium?

Calcium reactors are the best way to add calcium.

Q I wish to ask your advice on the subject of kalkwasser and calcium reactors. I have a 125 gallon reef tank and currently use the AB Aqua Medic 3 part additive. What I would like to know is which is the best method in your opinion for adding calcium as I understand some reef keepers use both. What I mean by best, is the simplest and most cost effective method to use. I am very nervous of kalkwasser because the more I read about it the more I don’t really understand its use. Do you have to have a pH monitor to use it safely? Do you have to add CO2? Do you add kalkwasser every day to your top up water? How much do you add, what is the function of a kalkwasser stirrer, do you need to add other trace elements, does it buffer? If you have only space for one method which would you prefer to use?

A Nick Honor, via e-mail

It is always far better to provide calcium via calcium reactors than kalkwasser or kalk alternatives. This way is more cost effective as the cost of additives adds up and some have proven to cause an ionic imbalance to the water chemistry with long term additive use. Calcium reactors do not need a pH probe to work effectively, test the outgoing effluent for dKH and if you have a reading of between 40 - 60 dKH your calcium reactor is working well. Only inject carbon dioxide in the daylight hours, controlled via a solenoid switch in a plug in timer. Add Kalkwasser or an alternative (which is the safer option) via top up of purified water dripped into the aquarium slowly overnight. You can link in a stirrer via an automatic top up system which is easy to do but will add over 24 hours as the evaporation of water dictates. Again you do not need a pH probe to control this.

Star Letter Prize from AB Aqua Medic

Modern Coral Reef Aquarium books, written by Alf J Nilsen and Steve A Fossa are regarded as probably the most authoritative series of books for the marine hobbyist in years.

AB Aqua Medic, the leaders in Marine Aquarium technology, is pleased to present whichever of the three volumes, normally £5.00 each - desired to this months star letter.
Sometimes you have to look really close to see what's wrong

Water quality is the key to a healthy aquarium. Most hobbyists test water after noticing a problem in their aquarium. The key to a successful aquarium is testing on a routine basis. Fish excrete ammonia which is then converted to nitrite. Both of these highly toxic chemicals, found in varying concentrations in aquariums, are converted to nitrate by the biological filter. All of these compounds are problematic to fish health. Correct unsafe conditions and allow your fish to enjoy longer healthier lives by using API liquid test kits.

API liquid tests – an x-ray for your aquarium

- First ever child safety caps to protect your loved ones
- Computer-analysed colour charts are laminated to protect from light and moisture and assure accuracy
- Glass test tubes (no tube discolouration) with snap-tight caps (no leaks)
- Complete easy-to-use instructions on how to conduct tests, what the results mean and how to correct unsafe conditions which may be detected
- 75 to 250 tests per kit

UK trade enquiries: 01865 556823 or fax: 01865 554000 Aquarium Pharmaceuticals (UK) Ltd, PO Box 167, Oxford, Oxfordshire OX2 4GL
To learn more about these and other API products, visit us on the internet at http://www.aquariumpharm.com

RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGY, EXPERIENCE – SEE THE DIFFERENCE
**Q&A**

**WHY WON’T MY PIKE EAT?**

Young Pike adapt better to captive conditions than larger specimens but they are not suitable aquarium inhabitants long term because of the size they grow to.

I have tried several times to keep Pike in a large tank but have never been able to get them to feed and have had to return them to natural waters. Why will they not feed?

John Faith, via e-mail

If you are trying to keep fairly large Pike in a tank I think that you are expecting too much. Small Pike, say up to two years old could be kept in a large tank, and very handsome they are too; but larger Pike need so much space that only a public aquarium would be able to cope with them. You must also realise that Pike take a whole fish at a time and in their large stomachs they are able to digest the fish over a long period. If the fish you caught had had a meal recently, it is probable that it would not need to eat again for a few days. While digesting a large fish it would have no need to eat any more. The usual fishes eaten by Pike are: Dace, Roach, Rudd, Gudgeon and Minnows. Young Pike can be fed on earthworms. It may be possible to get these small Pike to eat flake food mixed with chopped up worms. This is how Sun Bass can be encouraged to take flake food.

Derek Lambert

---

**HOW LONG CAN GOLDFISH LIVE?**

Can you tell me how long a goldfish lives? I have had one for ten years and it is getting sluggish and keeps by itself. Shall I take it from the pond and keep it in an indoor tank?

Peter Jones, Bradford

Goldfish are like human beings, with regard to their length of life. Some die early others much later. So much depends on the way they are kept. In healthy conditions a goldfish can live for over twenty years. Your fish may not do as well in a tank as in a healthy pond. However, if it lives until the autumn, it may be safer to take it indoors, as if we get a very hard winter, it may not survive out of doors.

Derek Lambert

---

**CAN FISH SURVIVE ON DRIED FOOD ONLY?**

I have some goldfish in a tank but am unable to get any type of live foods for them. Can I keep them alive on a dried food?

Mike West, London.

There is no need to worry. You can keep the fish healthy by feeding with a good quality flake food only. I have known someone with Fantail goldfish in a tank which have been fed exclusively with flake food for over five years. During this time they have not seen anything in the form of live food. They are perfectly healthy and happy. The tank is well plumbed and so they can always get something in the form of soft vegetation if they so desire. Personally I would add some frozen live foods to your fishes diet as well as just the flake food.

Derek Lambert
Coldwater

What are the black patches on my Golden orfe?

What are the black patches which appear on Golden Orfe. Is it a disease and can it be cured?
Harry Wilson

I do not think that the black patches are a sign of disease and have had these marks appear on Orfe which are perfectly healthy. They are just a colour pigment change, and usually appear on the backs of the fish as they get older. There is probably something in the make up of these fish as they are actually a sport from the original Silver Orfe, or Idle (Das dudos). In parts of the Continent almost all the young of this species turn golden.
Derek Lambert

Golden orfe often have patches of black on their backs.

WHERE CAN I BUY SHOW FISH?

I am trying to get hold of some fancy goldfish suitable for showing. Obviously they would have to be fully grown and meet the standards.
John Baker, via e-mail.

I think that you will be fortunate if you are able to buy fully grown fancy goldfish of show quality. These are rare and when obtainable are very expensive. If you are able to visit some shows you might be able to contact some of the breeders of winning fishes there. An exhibitor is very rarely inclined to part with fully grown show specimens but may have some young ones to grow on. Alternatively, you can visit the shops which specialise in importing good quality Fancy goldfish and search through all of their fish. Take a copy of the goldfish standards with you and look at each fish carefully. Select only those which meet the standards. Another very good source is Mr Sutton who advertises in this magazine and has excellent strains of fancy goldfish for sale. It was from him that I purchased some of my show quality Fancy goldfish many years ago. They were all young fish which needed to grow on for a year or so before making show winners though.
Derek Lambert

WHERE CAN I BUY SHOW FISH?

I have a small submersible pump in my pond to work a fountain and a waterfall. However, the waterfall is more of a dribble than a proper cascade. Do you think I need a more powerful pump?
John Moore, via e-mail.

Unfortunately you don't say what pump you have. As the water has to be raised a significant height for the waterfall, it is quite adequate to work the fountain but to expect it to work the waterfall as well is very optimistic. A useful 'rule of thumb' is that for a 15cm wide waterfall covered with a realistic layer of water, a pump should be delivering approximately 2700 litres per hour at that height. Check the pump's specifications before purchasing.
Ben Helm

Can you give me information on how to breed Fancy Goldfish?

I have recently set up a 1.3m tank for coldwater fishes and would like to breed red Fantails, and calico Fantails or Calico Verde. Can you give me any necessary information on the project please?
Phil Hampton, via e-mail.

I think that the eggs or fry will be eaten by the parent fish. I think it is practically impossible to breed the fish you need in one tank. You must have at least two tanks, so that when the fry have spawned in the one tank, the fish can be moved to another tank, so that the eggs can hatch and the fry reared in safety away from the parent fish. From a healthy pair of fancy goldfish a few hundred fry can be bred and they will have to have plenty of swimming space in which to grow on to good specimen fishes. While very small, say up to 1.5cm long, they do not seem to mind being rather crowded, but after this, unless they can be spread out, they will not thrive. You can use all sorts of containers in which to grow on the youngstock. Glass tanks are not essential, but children's pond plants are useful temporary growing on ponds for youngstock during the summer.
Derek Lambert
The original Triton lamp was the first Triphosphor (3 band) lighting tube, which reinvented aquarium lighting performance.

Daylight Plus builds on this heritage to take aquarium lighting to the next level.

The 4-Band spectrum creates a very bright white daylight balanced tube with excellent colour rendition so your aquarium looks fantastic.

4-Bands broad spectrum also means that it meets the exacting lighting requirements of a larger range of plants and corals resulting in spectacular plant and coral health and growth.

Triton = for plant and coral health and growth. Unique triphosphor spectrum retains 90% light output for 7500hr average life.

Bluemoon = for healthy attractive corals and “moonlight” night viewing in all aquariums. Contains “actinic” blue peak.

Beauty Light = Brings out best colours in goldfish and tropical aquariums, with plastic or low light requirement plants, without encouraging algae.
Rasbora reflections

When asked what his favourite 10 fish were, Roy Osmint realised just how many of the rasboras were in his top ten list.

The first, consisting of Barbs, the second, made up of Rasboras, Danios and Minnows. With notable exceptions, that include Australiasia, South America and Madagascar, Cyprinids as a whole are naturally distributed across much of the world. The majority of Rasboras, however, are generally restricted to areas of South-East Asia. Many inhabit fast flowing streams where the water is fairly soft and slightly acid in composition. Most are relatively slim-bodied with well forked tails. None possess the mouth barbels that are characteristic to many others of the family. All have in common a lack of teeth in the jaws, although pharyngeal teeth located in the throat are present. These are used for grinding food. An adipose fin is also conspicuous by its absence.

Maximum size among Rasboras varies according to species. Captive specimens rarely attaining the size of their wild living counterparts. There is consequently something for almost every size of aquarium and community.

These are most definitely shoaling fishes and will only really prosper and sparkle when provided with these circumstances. In odd ones and twos they will often become exclusive and never be exhibited as confident and secure. 'The more the merrier', but for most species eight or ten individuals should be regarded as the minimum.

In the aquarium

Rasboras lend themselves well to a variety of aquarium set-ups. Being generally placid and peaceful they make excellent community inhabitants, although, as always, they should be approximately matched in size to their fellow tank mates. A shoal of single species rasbora housed in an appropriately planted and furnished aquarium can make a truly stunning aquascape. The environment of such a tank can, of course, be specifically tailored to suit the particular species, thus doing away with the need for community compromise.

Another nice idea is to create a theme aquarium, in this case only incorporating fishes that originate from South-East Asia.

Two other species that at first glance are often mistaken for Harlequins are T. espei (pictured) and T. hengel. A closer look at the main body mark, however, shows a much narrower, less clearly defined triangle. These two species are also noticeably smaller and slimmer.

I was recently requested to nominate my top ten all time favourite tropical fish. On the face of it, this seemed a pretty straightforward and uncomplicated task. In reality, however, it proved rather more difficult than first anticipated. Numerous additions, deletions and alterations took place before I managed to come up with anything like a final selection. Even then, with so many wonderful fishes to choose from, each having their own special attractions, I was far from convinced that the choice was in any way definitive.

Despite all the confusion there were, nevertheless, a few species that always figured prominently. Among these was a little fish that has remained firmly in my affections for more years than I care to remember - the Harlequin (Trigonostigma heteromorpha). Not only does this fish’s subtle coloration and distinctive markings make it exquisitely beautiful, but its gentle, peaceful temperament make it an ideal inhabitant for the newcomer’s small community aquarium. For it to be seen at its best, however, certain points require bearing in mind. But more about this later!

The Harlequin is in fact just one of a number of species within the genus Rasbora that is of considerable interest to newcomer and experienced aquarist alike. Sometimes tending to be overshadowed by those other aquarium favourites the Tetras, Rasboras have among their number some real beauties that will provide a lasting source of interest and pleasure.

Largest family

Rasboras are members of the largest order of freshwater fishes, the Cyprinidae. From the average aquarist’s point of view, the family can logically be separated into two groups.
Red Scissortails (Rasbora caudimaculata) are a little larger (up to 14cm) than the common Scissor tail but are more colourful.

This might include, for example, Harlequins, Glass Catfish, gouramis and loaches. Such a selection would also ensure that all levels of the water column are regularly inhabited. Incidentally, this latter point is worth bearing in mind for most aquarium applications. By including a selection of top, bottom and middle swimmers you will ensure plenty of activity in all regions of the tank, thus creating a more interesting and visually pleasing aquascape.

There are perhaps two principal reasons why Rasbora are often not exhibited to best advantage. The first, as previously mentioned, is associated with insufficient numbers being housed together to properly sustain the shoaling instinct. The other is illumination. Broadly speaking, Rasbora prefer subdued lighting. This is easily achieved by either using lower powered fluorescent tubes, or through shading. A natural way of creating shade in the aquarium is to choose plants whose leaves will extend over the water’s surface.

It should be noted, that although lower illumination will in no way affect other fish species within the tank, plants will suffer if subjected to inadequate light levels. Select items that are tolerant to lower illumination conditions.

**Glowlight**
(Rasbora pauciperforata)

Not to be confused with the tetra species of the same popular name, this attractive fish generally reaches a size of some 5cm. Seen at its best only when part of a shoal and in low level illumination, it is often overlooked in the dealers brightly lit display tank where its colours dull. Provide the appropriate conditions and circumstances, however, and colours significantly heighten and confidence grows.
Breeding Rasboras

It must be said that rasboras as a group are not among the easiest to induce to spawn, particularly among the smaller species. In fact, in some cases they are extremely difficult, if not impossible for the average aquarist. But then again, nothing is impossible! In any event, therein lies the challenge! I have long been of the opinion that the highly developed shoaling instinct of Rasboras, often continues into the spawning ritual. In other words, they are what might be described as community or flock breeders. Also, the age, quality and chemistry of the water seems of crucial importance. Though some forms spawn in distinctive manners, plenty of space, plenty of fish, shallow, well-aged, soft, slightly acidic water with large quantities of fine leaved plants probably offer the best chances of success in most cases. But as I have stated many times in the past, breeding is a "funny thing", if your setup just happens to have that "certain something" - who knows?

Species selection

The following include some of the charming Rasboras worthy of any suitable aquarium.

Pygmy (Rasbora maculata)
One of the smallest Rasboras reaching little more than 2cm, indeed, one of the smallest fishes found anywhere in the world. But this little beauty more than makes up for in appearance what it lacks in size. Its slender, brick-red body distinctly contrasted by a dark blue blotch located behind the gill cover and a small dot at the base of the caudal fin, makes this little fish an extremely attractive addition to any aquarium of smaller fishes.

Harlequin (Trigonostigma heteromorpha)
The general body shape of the Harlequin differs from most other members of the genus in that it is much deeper, in terms of coloration there is an overall impression of coppery tones, but in favourable conditions closer examination also reveals the presence of lovely subtle pinks and greens. The fish's most distinctive feature, however, is undoubtedly the large blue/black triangular body mark, the apex of which is located at the root of the tail fin and its base between the dorsal and pelvic fins. The Harlequin reaches a maximum length of about 4.5cm.

Scissortail (Rasbora trilineata)
So called not only for its sharply forked tail, but its habit of contracting each lobe in scissor like manner. This is a larger species reaching up to 50 cm. Though not a brightly coloured fish, its pleasing shape and attractively marked tail fin give it widespread popularity. Here again, when housed in less than favourable circumstances it can appear rather drab.

Clown (Rasbora kalochroma)
Having previously stressed the shoaling nature of Rasboras, we have in this species a bit of an exception, in that this instinct seems generally less developed. That said, I am still of the opinion that a small group does better than odd individuals. This is a very attractive fish with an overall handsome red colouring. Fins are erect and set well back on a slender body which can reach a size of some 5 cm. Two distinctive dark spots are located on the flanks roughly in line with eye. For this reason the fish is sometimes called the Two-spot rasbora or when the eye itself is taken into account, the Three-spot rasbora.

Other Rasbora species
Other Rasbora species well worth considering are the Elegant (Rasbora elegans), Eye-spot (Rasbora dorsiellipsoidea), Slender (Rasbora denticylindrus), Red-tailed (Rasbora borispetersi) and the Glass (Rasbora urophroma). Take a little trouble to provide these charming fishes with favourable conditions and circumstances and your efforts will amply rewarded.

NAME CHANGES Several fish that have always been thought of as members of the Rasbora genus, hence the common name, have now been moved into other genera. Best known of these are the Harlequin and its relatives that are now placed in the Trigonostigma genus.

Clown rasboras are some of the most attractive of the larger rasboras but need soft acidic water to do well in captivity.
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Living Jewels

Paul Skinner breeds Jewel cichlids which may not be the best community fish but are still worth keeping.

These cichlids have been available in the hobby for many years although they have never achieved universal popularity due to their suspect temperament. Outside of the spawning season they can be kept with similar sized, or larger, fish as long as these are not of a timid nature. However, as spawning approaches they become more and more territorial, becoming increasingly aggressive towards any tank mates. Indeed if a pair prove to be incompatible then violent fights often lead to the death of one of the potential partners.

Taking the above into account I can hear many readers asking why anyone should wish to keep these fish at all. The answer lies in the incredible colours that these fish sport. Indeed they become even more gorgeous as the fish begin to court each other and breed. As an added bonus these fish prove to be the very best of parents, as is often the case with aggressive, antischial, fish.

Love at first sight

It was many years ago that I first fell in love with these fish when I was totally entranced by the beauty of an adult male, in full colour, at an open fish show. I stood in front of this fish for fully ten minutes before I could tear myself away. Even then I found myself returning time and time again to stare in rapture. It was one of the most beautiful freshwater fish that I had ever seen. Indeed I believe that it would have given many marines a run for their money.

I had a community aquarium of medium cichlids at home, consisting of Firemouths, Convicts and Blue Acaras, along with a selection of catfish. I decided to add some Jewel cichlids at the earliest opportunity. I found plenty of 2.5 - 5cm specimens available in shops but these drab, unattractive, grey-coloured fish were nothing like the one of my dreams. I decided that some research was called for and started to read as much as possible about these fish. This is a step that I would greatly recommend prior to purchasing any fish.

Results of my research

I learnt that they originally came from a variety of biotopes in Africa and as such water chemistry is not critical. The books also stated that the young fish are shyish, becoming more territorial as they develop. It was recommended that a small group be purchased letting a pair develop naturally as violent fights can break out if you try to force pairs together.

Taking all this advice on board I decided to purchase a group of 6 fish, utilising a 90 x 45 x 30 cm aquarium, and hoped that two would pair off. The tank was set up using Birmingham tap water (soft and slightly acid), sand and a number of smooth pebbles. The tank was heavily planted at the rear and sides, leaving an open area at the front of the aquarium. As these fish are reported to be energetic diggers and a good filter was recommended I installed an internal Fluval 4 power filter.

The group of fish that I purchased were all just over 2.5 cm in length and quickly settled down, feeding on a variety of dried, frozen and live foods. They were a pinkish grey in colour with a blue-black spot on the gill cover. A further black spot was visible halfway down the body with another at the base of the tail. The fins had a bluish sheen to them with a red line to the edge of the dorsal and tail.

First signs of action

Initially the fish got on well, swimming around as a group and feeding together. Over the next couple of months the fish steadily put on size until they were averaging 7.5 cm in length. At this size they were beginning to colour up, although they did not seem to be any obvious differences between males and females other than in colour or finnage. Then one evening when I returned from work I noticed that two of the fish had dug a pit at the base of one of the pebbles. They were actively chasing the other fish away from this area and I decided to remove the other fish for their own safety.
As the next few weeks passed the pair continued to increase in size and, without the competition from the other fish, quickly reached a size of 10 cm. As they increased in size they also increased in colour, although there was no obvious difference between them. They now had a background red colour while their flanks were flecked with bright blue spots. These shiny spots spread into the dorsal and the tail. The thick spots were still very visible.

One morning the fish were busily cleaning one of the pebbles and the egg tubes were visible on the undersides of the fish, just in front of the anal fin. One was thin and pointed (the male), while the other was thicker and rounded (the female). Two days later the fish began to spawn. The female would swim over the pebble, pushing her egg tube over the stone while attaching a line of eggs. The male would then follow her over the eggs fertilizing them as he went. This process continued until they had laid in the region of 150 eggs on the pebble.

Over the next couple of days both parents took their duties most seriously with one patrolling the area surrounding the pebble, while the other fanned the eggs with its fins and removed any dirt with its mouth. —If from time to time the parents would change roles. During this period the colours of the fish were truly stunning.

After 7 days the eggs hatched and the fry were moved to a pit in the sand some 15 cm away from the hatching site. For a further 2 days the fry were a wriggling mass on the bottom of the pit. They were unable to swim at this point as they were weighed down with the yoke sac. Following these two days the fry were free swimming and kept trying to escape from the pit. Each time they escaped the parents picking them up in their mouths and then splitting them back into the mass of brothers and sisters duly returned them.

**Time to start feeding**

Once the fry were free swimming I started to feed them on newly hatched brine shrimp and powdered dry food, both of which were readily accepted. After a further week had passed I removed the parents from the tank, as I was worried that they may get fed up of their parental duties and start eating the youngsters. As the young grew I slowly started to introduce other foods, such as grated prawn and bloodworm, to their diet.

On this diet and with regular water changes (25% weekly) the youngsters grew quickly and reached 2.5 cm mark in about 6 weeks. The one problem that comes with breeding fish that are not in everyday demand is that shops tend only to want a dozen at a time and usually do not give you very much for them.

Having said this I believe that this fish is well worth keeping in a species tank if only for the reward given by the stunning coloration. The fascinating parental behaviour shown by these fish is a bonus.
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Flag cichlid

Kathy Jinkings profiles another great cichlid for the beginner

Check the name

When buying your fish, you should exercise caution and ensure that the Latin name is correct - buying fish under the name of Flag cichlid could get you some large and aggressive fish that are completely unsuited to your peaceful tank - one of the best examples of why it is worth taking the time to learn the scientific names of fish. As with many species the Latin name has been revised several times, and the fish have been Acara curviceps and Aequidens curviceps, as well as Laetacara. The species name of curviceps remains constant however, so you should be able to be reasonably sure of your purchases.

How to breed them.

Like most cichlids, it is best to purchase a small group of juveniles and wait for a pair to form. Once the fish have chosen their partners, the ‘spares’ can be returned to the fish shop. The males are larger than the females, with extended dorsal and anal fins. Starting off with a small group is most likely to assure you of a pair - if you only buy two, two females can sometimes behave as a pair, even laying eggs, but of course all the eggs resulting will be infertile. Assuming that you have succeeded in your matchmaking and that all is to their liking, they will start to clean a flat stone, plant leaf or area of roots, and this is where up to 300 eggs will be laid. They are good parents, prepared to overcome their natural nervousness in defence of their new family, and their tank mates will have to spend a little while collected up the other end of the tank. A tank divider can be used to give the other fish a little peace and the new parents a bit of security. As with many cichlids, sometimes they need a bit of practice to get it right, and they may eat the first few spawns.

These little cichlids are an ideal ‘first cichlid’ for someone who would like a chance to observe the fascinating family life of the group. Peaceful and beautiful, next time you see a frightened small brown fish trying to jam itself into the corner in the shop, give it a second look - these ugly ducklings really do become swans in the right conditions!
Sea view

In a specially extended edition of Sea View, Andrew Caine is joined by Mark Howarth to present a new natural feeding method for the reef aquarium.

From the very beginning of the captive care of marine animals within home, public and research aquariums to the present day, we have been feeding the animals contained in such systems incorrectly. This method of feeding results in many problems associated with the long term care of animals within a marine aquarium. It is not the total amount of food that is the problem, which has previously been accepted in the past and blamed for poor water quality, but the manner in which it is delivered that causes adverse effects on the livestock and system.

WYMAG Seminar pointed the way

We came to this startling conclusion after Dr Ellen Thaller’s presentation at the WYMAG seminar in October, and the installation of a new and revolutionary feeding system in a marine aquarium.

Dr Thaller described reef fish eating plankton at a rate of 50 - 60 pieces per minute all day. She then spoke of a food injection system in her research aquariums providing small quantities of small particle food continuously during the day light hours. Her results found a dramatic reduction in aggression between fish species and an increase in vitality and health.

We decided to develop this feeding practice and alter the food delivered and time scale to see the effects on a large system stocked with fish, mollie and sessile invertebrates with a 98% hard coral stock.

We wanted to see the effects of continuous feeding in the aquarium which was not solely aimed at the fish. We developed Dr Thaller’s idea from feeding fish in the daylight hours to feeding continuously, injecting not only fish food but coral food as well, with food injection 24 hours a day to facilitate the nocturnal feeding of some coral polyps, other sessile filter feeders and mobile invertebrates such as crabs and shrimp species.

We also introduced a new food source to the aquarium, live phytoplankton, the ocean’s primary producers to increase the zooplankton population, in an effort to develop a more natural food source.

In other words we are feeding the aquarium 24 hours a day 7 days per week.

We looked at the effects of this food injection not only on the animals which we were targeting but also the natural population of life within the aquarium system. We also had to monitor the effects of this feeding on the filtration and water quality of the system.

The Aquarium, Filtration System and Stock

The Aquarium system has a water capacity of 7,000l and has been in operation for 8 months, however, the filtration system is 2 years old. The aquarium has over 1200kg of live rock, over 500 fish ranging from a 20cm Naso tang, Naso lituratus, to a shoal of Ventralis anthias, Pesuodon ventralis, 2.5cm long, around 300 hard corals about 200 small polyped stoney corals and 300 large polyped stony corals, anenomes, gorgonians, worms and countless crabs and shrimps.

It is lit by 7 x 400w 10000K metal halide luminaries and a custom built light computer by Aqua-Medic and 5 x D & D Aquarium Solutions LED pendant units each with 6 x 39w Actinic tubes, with a moonlight all under computer control. All lamps are from Arcadia. Water circulation is via 2 x 1500w Turbo 3500 pumps and 2 TUNZE 6000 pumps with a 40% reduction in power during the night. Temperature is controlled via a plate heat exchanger, air conditioned aquarium room and a chiller.

The filtration consists of an Aqua-Medic destratification unit, Deltic fluidised bed calcium reactors x 2 running 12 hours per day turned off during the night. Injection of ozone only when the redox potential falls below 450, and is very rarely used. Deltic AP200e protein skimmer with a self cleaning head, algal refugium reverse lit.

Dr Ellen Thaller pointing the way! Her lecture at the WYMAG seminar suggested the direction Andrew and Mark’s experimentation should take.
PROBLEMS WITH TRADITIONAL METHODS

With traditional feeding at two to three times per day and no nocturnal feeding, the natural feeding patterns of our small reef fish, corals and other animals are altered, this has many detrimental effects on the animal, filtration system and its operation. The effects of this feeding are vast, animals that have evolved to have a low concentration of food but continuously supplied are suddenly subjected to a gorge, starvation, gorge, starvation feeding regime. This sporadic introduction of relatively large amounts of food causes many problems.

1. Fish gorge themselves to collect as much nutrition as possible in a short time span, filling the gut with large unnatural amounts of food.

2. Large amounts of food remain partially or undigested within the fish gut and is passed as faeces, only a small proportion of food is assimilated through the gut wall. This represents a huge loss in the animals' potential energy budget and an increase in contamination to the aquarium's water body.

3. The animals are then starved with only natural food to eat existing at a very low concentration. Over time the fish in the aquarium suffer as they begin long term starvation. This results in a loss of vitality, high rate of disease, infection, and a high mortality rate.

4. Fish behaviour is altered as they become unnaturally aggressive to species they would ignore in their natural environment.

5. Large amounts of microscopic particulate food is lost to the system, most will reside in the boundary layer existing over the solid/liquid interface of the rockwork within the aquarium. If not eaten by scavengers this can not down ceasing pollution and possible algal problems.

6. Filter feeding foods are often added in too small amounts once per day, resulting in rapid increase and rapid decrease in food concentration to the animals.

7. Corals and other Cnidarians suffer as their food source is sporadic. A surge in amino acids stimulate their feeding responses but is often too late as the main bulk of particulate food has been taken out of the system by filtration, or eaten by other animals, by the time the corals have extended their polyps to feed.

8. No food is added during the night, many animals including corals and other filter feeders are active during the night. They rely on the capture of natural nocturnal zooplankton within the aquarium, whose populations remain low due to low food source and predation. Nocturnal feeders are slowly starved.

9. For Cnidarians less food is assimilated, resulting in less waste production, this waste is food for the symbiotic algal population within the gut wall, this results in a lower algal population within the coral, resulting in low algal waste such as sugars required by the coral as food.

10. Lower algal activity results in lower growth rates of the corals, and lower calcification in the growth of hard corals.

11. Again long term: malnutrition acts upon the animals resulting in weaker animals which lowers the vitality, and increases the disease and mortality rate.

12. Denitrifying bacteria populations and activity fall and rise to the availability of their food source, this source again has high peaks and low troughs due to the feeding. As a surge in toxins appears the bacteria are slow to respond, this results in a high residence time of toxins in the system. Even at low concentrations the toxins are acting on the metabolic processes of the aquarium inhabitants further increasing the biological stress levels.

So it follows that if we can feed our captive animals in a way in which they have evolved to feed, this would result in healthier animals, higher growth rate, less disease and mortality. What we had to do was devise a way in which we could provide food for all the animals within the system as close to their natural requirements. Whilst increasing the food quantity yet not suffering a drop in any water parameter, thus maintaining high water quality.

Feeding

As we wanted to feed during the night time hours, after much discussion we decided to increase the total food given to the aquarium. We had also decided to add a totally new food source, live phytoplankton to the system in an effort to increase the natural zooplankton population, facilitating another increase in food injected to the system.
New feeding regime

We decided to mix up a two day supply of food in a container for the continuous feeding, the following were mixed together:

- 500 ml: Marine Snow
- 500 ml: Marine Deluxe
- 1 blister pack of San Francisco Bay Baby brine shrimp
- 1 blister pack of Aquafresh Cyclops
- 8 cubes of Gamma Omega 3 enriched brine shrimp
- 10 ml: HW Multi Vitamin Complex
- Then diluted with aquarium water to a volume of 2 litres.

This represented an increase of 8 cubes of brine shrimp, 24 cubes Cyclops, 12 cubes baby brine. The dried seaweed feeding remained unchanged.

4 litres of home cultured phytoplankton Nanochloropsis oculata over a 24 hour period. This was a totally new food source to the aquarium.

The Results after 28 days of continuous food injection

Water quality: This was obviously the area of most concern since such heavy feeding might have caused a problem, however, the water quality actually improved even with the increase of food injected into the system. All levels remained stable at the levels before the feeding commenced, only the nitrate level fell from 200ppm to 5ppm over the 28 day period. There was no evidence of an increase in element depletion within the water body nor did we have to change any settings on the reactors within the system or alter dosing rates.

Calcaneous algal growth: There was a big increase in calcaneous algal growth over the rockwork, aquatic equipment and glass was noted, with a distinct improvement in pigmentation.

Zooplankton: There was a zooplankton population explosion, with a conservative estimate being at over 500% biomass increase within the aquarium and sump filter.

Corals: There was a dramatic increase in coral coloration, polyp extension and growth rates. It is estimated that hard coral growth from the beginning of the feeding exceeded the growth for last three previous months.

Fish behaviour: A distinct drop in fish aggression between established fish with new additions hardly recognised.

A discussion of the results

These results were produced after we increased the total food injected to the system, yet reduced the daytime feeding quantity resulting in less food available to the fish, corals and daylight feeders, and injected a relatively high density of food to the nocturnal feeding animals within the system. Quantities of food released continuously into the system allowed the fish, corals and other animals to consume small particles but regularly. This has resulted in us coming to the following theory of what is happening in the system:

1. Nutrition assimilation through the gut is at a constant allowing an unchecked supply of energy.
2. Digestive enzyme levels within the gut remain constant to the food supply allowing a greater digestive ability to attack the food as it is passed through the gut, resulting in a more efficient nutrient assimilation, therefore less waste is produced and released into the system.
3. Less food is lost as particulate waste, as the fish's feeding behaviour changes from biting and fighting, to passively picking at pieces which can be swallowed whole and not bitten which releases particles into the system.
4. We are hoping to show a drop in disease and mortality rate due to the increase of vitality within the fish and coral stock.
5. Corals and other Cnidarians are subject to a constant but low level of free amino acids 24 hours per day, this stimulation ensures a high degree of polyp extension facilitating a higher rate of prey capture.
THE CONTINUOUS FEEDER

EQUIPMENT:
- Aqua-Medic plankton reactor and peristaltic pump
- Air voluton 2 air pump and air line
- IKS Aquastar computer and 4 plug bar non variable

METHOD:
The food was placed into the plankton reactor and then the reactor was filled with aquarium water. The air pump was connected to the plankton reactor and air passed to mix and suspend the food mix within the reactor. Air line was passed to the base of the reactor with a bend at the bottom to avoid the stream of bubbles from the air inlet without any kink in the pipe. This air line was connected to the suction side of the peristaltic pump. Air line was connected to the pressure side of the pump and passed to the aquarium terminating above the outlet of an IKS turbo pump to ensure dispersal of food on introduction to the system. The pump was plugged into the IKS plug bar and the IKS computer programmed to switch on the pump every 15 minutes for 5 seconds 24 hours a day, 365 days per year. This timing allowed the peristaltic pump to deliver 20ml of food solution to the aquarium system every 15 minutes. The remaining frozen food described was thawed in a glass of aquarium water and released into the aquarium in bulk twice per day. The seaweed was fixed to the side of the aquarium using a lettuce clip three times per day.

The continuous feeder which has helped make all the difference.

PHYTOPLANKTON FEEDING

EQUIPMENT:
- Cleartides fluidised bed filter
- 2 off Air-volution 4 air pump, air line, 5mm ridged piping and air stone
- Twin 54W Arcadia T5 starter and marine white tubes and reflectors
- Plankton culture and nutrients
- Salt water
- Peristaltic pump and digital timer

METHOD:
One 2 metre high 15 cm diameter Cleartides fluidised bed filter was modified by cutting down the centre pipe to a length of 30 cm. A standard air stone was attached to the end of a 5 mm ridged pipe which was passed down to 10 cm from the bottom of the reactor in the middle of the cut down centre tube, and the air pumps turned on. The reactor was filled with a fresh salt mix with a specific gravity of 1.026 at 26°C. The T5 tubes and reflectors were fixed at opposite sides of the reactor and timed for 18 hours per day. 2000ml of culture was added and fed with nutrients until dark uniform green culture was produced.

3 Air lines were fed into the reactor and attached to the peristaltic pump, the terminal end of the air line from the pressure side was placed in front of the suction intake of the main return pump from the sump to the aquarium. The peristaltic pump was timed to deliver 333 ml of live phytoplankton over a twenty minute time span every 2 hours, 24 hours per day.

The phytoplankton culture was topped up every day with fresh salt water mix and fed nutrients, we are currently looking to install a further 3 reactors to ensure an even culture density at all times, whilst reducing the nutrient content within the culture.

6. The constant and higher supply of nutrients results in a steady rate of waste produced allowing the symbiotic algal populations to remain constant and at a higher density due to the increase in the supply of food.
7. This enhanced algal activity and nutrient concentration results in a greater growth rate of corals.
8. There is less waste produced in the system, but what degree of waste there is remains at a much more constant level. This allows the denitrifying bacterial population and activity to remain constant to the food supply, resulting in a much lower toxin residence time within the aquarium water body. Therefore less stress is exerted on the biological functions of the animals.
9. The introduction of live phytoplankton acting in a synergistic manner with the new feeding during the night, has boosted the natural planktonic populations within the aquarium. Most zooplankton species are nocturnal, rising in the water column to filter phytoplankton, or prey on those that do. The nocturnal feeding allowed a higher food source to the planktonic filter feeders facilitating a population explosion, the predatory zooplankton population followed.
10. The constant supply of food allowed the predator prey populations to remain at a high and dynamic level, we hope to sustain this level if not increase it, however too high levels may prove detrimental to the system.

This increase in plankton biomass represents a huge increase in the natural food source for nocturnal filter feeders such as many species of small polyed stony...
WHAT THE RESULTS SO FAR PROVE

We stress that we have no quantitative data on the apparent change, however, we can provide a theory with sound evidence to warrant ongoing experiments to collect such data. We also acknowledge that the time span is far too short to establish long term success, but felt we had to release the study because of the magnitude of change involved. Much is still to be done and too much remains unknown, it is with this in mind we ask fellow aquarists not to attempt this on their home aquariums until the long term effects have been evaluated. Long term the results could still prove negative.

Moorish Idols have long been thought of as "difficult" or "impossible" by some people, yet this one is thriving in Mark's tank. You can also see the fantastic calcareous algal growth on the rocks behind.

Corals. Higher concentrations and natural food sources for these corals results in increased growth and vitality.

13. Other sessile filter feeding animals such as sponge, bryozoan and tunicate populations increase providing increased water purification and natural food sources for others.

14. The motile benthic invertebrate population also exploded allowing a greater turnover of the sediment. This resulted in a cleaner substrate as detritus is formed and consumed at a constant rate, further reducing toxic waste production.

15. The increase in hard coral growth and calcium fixation rates within the system has not forced us to alter the calcium production rate from the calcium reactors, not have we had to alter any element dosing rates. We feel this is a direct result in the increase of zooplankton predation providing those natural elements in a more natural form. Elements utilised and removed from the water body via biological pathways must come from somewhere, and we may well have to alter the dosing rates to maintain levels in the future. However the increase in benthic biomass and activity will provide an increase in acidic secretions acting on the surface of the calcareous substrate. This will provide an increased source of calcium and other elements to the aquarium water body, and may be contributing to stabilising the increased demand.

16. We have achieved a nitrate level drop of 15 ppm yet we have increased the food levels introduced to the aquarium. High nitrate levels have mostly been associated with over feeding and high levels of waste. Even though we increased the food concentration we spread it over time, this resulted in more food being assimilated and thus less waste produced. Less food was lost as detritus and the detritus that was created soon became consumed by the natural populations of scavengers, only to recycle up the food chain within the aquarium, and not rot down. The introduction of live phytoplankton may also be responsible for utilising nitrates as a food source.

17. With the cessation of stave/gorge feeding replaced with constant release of food into the system over 24 hours per day and a new food source, the base of the natural aquatic food web, phytoplankton, a dramatic change has occurred to all life within the closed system. The problems associated with traditional feeding as previously discussed are dampened and the growth rate within the ecosystem has increased.

18. Hard coral growth, coloration and polyp extension increases, the fish are less aggressive and coloration has increased.

We have now introduced 5 Dendronephthya species, a coral acknowledged to be "impossible" to keep in aquariums, to see if this new method of feeding will allow them to not only survive but grow in captivity.

IN CONCLUSION

To sum up we feel that this method of feeding allows energy to be transferred more efficiently through each and every pathway within the food web within the aquarium, resulting in an increase to the health of animals contained within it. Less biological waste produced as a result improves the water quality exerting less biological stress on the animals and a more efficient denitrifying bacterial population. This short study may well prove to be further evidence that striving to create a near natural environment for marine animals is possible within a closed system is the way forward to increasing our success in the husbandry of such creatures.
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Hydratech Cyclone pressure filters

Blagdon launches Hydratech Cyclone pressure filters and Torrent pumps.

The drawback of the early pressure filter designs was the limited surface area and filter media format, which meant they needed frequent time consuming cleaning. In recent years this problem has been the focus of innovation with a number of clean ‘in situ’ solutions offered. After three years of development work with an international team of American and Italian designers Blagdon are proud to unveil the Cyclone pressure filter system.

The Cyclone design majors on effective and low maintenance filtration. Interpet say Cyclone filters have canister volumes that are 25-40% bigger than competitors, which not surprisingly delivers higher filtration capacity. The unique swirling cyclonic intake flow causes fine particles to clump making them easier to remove and causes larger particles to settle out at the bottom of the canister reducing filter blocking. Cyclone uses a multi foam set-up with fine, medium and coarse foam in a unique layout which minimises blocking and optimises the use of the whole surface area of the foam which is seven times larger than the current market leading pressure filter. The net effect of all these filter design initiatives is that the Cyclone needs cleaning 3 to 5 times less frequently than other pressure filters.

Cyclones are available with an integrated UV that effectively kills off green water algae. The UV bulbs are higher wattage than all equivalently rated competitors filters and use a unique bulb format which has an integrated high efficiency built in ballast. These UV bulbs are long lasting and easy to replace with the added benefit that replacing the ballast with the bulb means that the operating efficiency of these bulbs is always at optimum. With all these UV advantages and Cyclones filtration efficiency it is not surprising that all UV models have a clear water guarantee.

Cyclones are available in five sizes for ponds up to 20,000 litres both with and without UV. A realistic sizing guide makes it easy for you to select the right model for your pond.

Hydratech Torrent pond pump

THE PRICE

The Hydratech Torrent is initially available in two sizes: 5500 which produces 2900 l/hr at 2 metre head with a maximum head of 4m and a MRRP of £139.99, and 8000 which produces 6300 l/hr at 2 meter head, has a maximum head of 6m and a MRRP of £179.99. A 10,500 model will be available later in the year.

Blagdon have launched the Hydratech Torrent pond pump, which is ideal for running waterfalls and filters.

Further Information

Please write to the Blagdon Information Centre, Interpet, Vincent Lane, Dorking, Surrey. RH4 3YX
After 18 months on test we give Hozelock Cyprio’s Vorton Ultra Violet Clarifier its final review.

The Vorton certainly looks different from most other models.

When this clarifier was launched at GLEE in September 2000 it was with a great garbure and some very clever marketing. A huge model of the unit towered over the Hozelock Cyprio stand and they even ran a video all about the new unit on a bus taking shop keepers to and from the show.

Hozelock Cyprio’s main claim for the Vorton UVC is that it will be up to 50% more efficient than other UVC products thanks to its unique design. We have now had the unit on test for 18 months and can give our final verdict. Throughout the trial it has operated without any problems and done an excellent job on the pond it has been installed on. It was easy to install and the bulb was easy to change at the beginning of the new season.

Mis-information

All in all we have been satisfied with this product is even up to standard. The only thing we would object is nothing directly to do with this product, but on information given in the Hozelock Cyprio catalogue about UVC’s. Under the heading of Clarification vs Sterilisation they say “The Hozelock Cyprio’s UVC’s are not sterilisers.” They go on to say “The problem with sterilising pond water is that the fish can lose their natural immunity to disease.” We have to take issue with them over both these statements. Firstly, all UVC’s kill some bacteria and larger parasites as they pass through them. Not as much as those units specifically designed to sterilise the water passing through them but certainly enough for a significant number to be effected. This is particularly true when the bulb is new. Secondly, we totally disagree with the statement about about fish losing their natural immunity to disease. Most larger aquatic outlets use UV sterilisers on their systems to prevent the spread of diseases. Likewise many maricultists install UV sterilisers on their aquarium with a noticable reduction in disease problems.

The range consists of models designed for ponds up to 2,200lt, 4,500lt, 9,000lt, 14,000lt, 18,000lt and 27,000lt with the largest two models having two units joined together.
Book reviews

Many of Today’s Fishkeeper’s contributors are well known aquatic authors as well. Bob Goldstein and Peter Hiscock have both had books published recently. Dick Mills reviews Bob’s new book, while Derek Lambert has all the details about Peter’s new plant encyclopedia.

Glorious guide to aquarium plants

A great book for anyone interested in becoming an “aquarist” rather than just growing a few plants.

The Encyclopedia of Aquarium Plants, from Interpet Publishing is a stunning gloss hardback showing planted aquariums in all their glory - and how to create them! The author, Peter Hiscock, well known and respected in his area, provides a wonderful exploration of beautiful aquarium plants, along with lots of sound practical advice on how to grow them.

It is well illustrated with over 250 colour photographs and graphics and a complete guide to more than 150 popular aquarium plants. To make it easy for the reader to access all the information, the book is divided into two, a practical section followed by the plant profiles.

The first section is a practical guide to all aspects of creating a stunning planted aquarium, and provides all the information needed on the natural biology of plants, water quality and filtration, choosing substrates and correct planting methods. Also, the important subjects of lighting, feeding and propagation are covered in detail, followed by tips and suggestions for artistic aquascaping.

The second section is a comprehensive survey of more than 150 popular aquarium plants, presented in A-Z order of scientific name. Each profile includes a colour photograph, full botanical details, practical and growing information along with the plants common name, origin, height, growth rate, suggested aquarium zone, lighting requirements, temperature range, propagation techniques and a difficulty rating. Obviously a book of this size and stature is not going to be cheap, but at £25 it still represents good value for money.

BOOK INFORMATION

Title: Encyclopedia of Aquarium Plants
Author: Peter Hiscock
ISBN: 1890398467
Price: £25 For further information contact the Interpet Sales Office on 01306 873822 or email sales@interpet.co.uk

American aquarium fishes

A must buy for anyone interested in North American native fish.

With the wealth of South American tropical species, fishkeepers north of the Rio Grande may think they've been neglected for too long when it comes to appreciating native fishes in their own backyards. However, gauging to the rescue like the proverbial US Cavalry, comes this book American aquarium fishes by Robert J Goldstein with Rodney W. Harper and Richard Edwards.

If you thought American aquarium fishes started and stopped with the Flagfish (Jordanella floridae) and the Red Shiner (Cyprinella lutrensis) you're in for some incredible enlightenment.

The whole raison d'etre of the entire range of species is examined: why certain fish live where they do and why transferring them to other waters is not a good idea. Whilst these facts are all important to biologists working in the field, it's the practical information on keeping these fishes that will appeal to fishkeepers. The practical advice on their collection and transportation will be particularly appreciated by American aquarists.

A very helpful table correlates species with their native States and this information is further enhanced by listings of each State's collection restrictions (or not) together with relevant publications about the local species. The label American aquarium fishes' conjures up such species as Darters, Minnows, Shiners, Suckers and Sunfishes. They're all here and the worst 'all is deliberately used: there are at least 60 Darters, 30 Dace and Shiners, probably 15 or so Sunfishes (both large and small) plus Killifish and Catfish in the colour photo section, with associated text details elsewhere. Those are the 'popular' well-remembered species but there are plenty of other species too such as the Pirate Perch, Binnies, Gobies and Gambusia livebearers by the bucketful.

An added 'extra' in the book is a short, but nevertheless useful, chapter on Plants in the Aquarium which adds yet another 'native' feel to the aquarium collection. A copy of this uniquely-focused book on your aquarium bookshelf will give you the edge over most other collectors; unfortunately, due to legislation restricting the importation of some species, non-USA based aquarists may not be able to take full advantage of all the information within its covers.

BOOK INFORMATION

Title: American aquarium fishes
Author's: Robert J Goldstein with Rodney W. Harper and Richard Edwards
Price: It costs around $45.00 direct and can be obtained online from www.tamu.edu/press.
Today's Guide to...

**AQUATIC SUPPLIERS**
All the contacts you need to find any aquatic product

### Aquariums
- JBL: Tel 01234 555661
- Tetra: Tel 02345 678901
- Marineland: Tel 03456 789012
- Aquatronics: Tel 04567 890123

### Medication
- API: Tel 05678 901234
- Seachem: Tel 06789 012345
- Testa: Tel 07890 123456

### CO₂ equipment
- Seachem: Tel 01234 555661
- JBL: Tel 02345 678901
- API: Tel 03456 789012

### Heaters
- Algo: Tel 04567 890123
- Tetra: Tel 05678 901234
- API: Tel 06789 012345

### Cleaning equipment
- Seachem: Tel 01234 555661
- JBL: Tel 02345 678901
- API: Tel 03456 789012

### Liners/Underlay
- Interpet: Tel 04567 890123
- Tetra: Tel 05678 901234
- API: Tel 06789 012345

### Lighting/Aquarium
- Aquatic solutions: Tel 01234 555661
- Arcadia: Tel 02345 678901
- Interpet: Tel 03456 789012

### Filters
- Algo: Tel 04567 890123
- Tetra: Tel 05678 901234
- API: Tel 06789 012345

### Lighting/Pond
- Blagdon: Tel 01234 555661
- Oase: Tel 02345 678901
- Tetra: Tel 03456 789012

### Marine equipment
- Aquatic Solutions: Tel 04567 890123
- Marineland: Tel 05678 901234
- Tetra: Tel 06789 012345

### Salt
- Aquatic Solutions: Tel 01234 555661
- Marineland: Tel 02345 678901
- Tetra: Tel 03456 789012

### Water treatments & Dechlorinators
- API: Tel 04567 890123
- Seachem: Tel 05678 901234
- Tetra: Tel 06789 012345

---

**Test Kits**
- API: Tel 01234 555661
- Seachem: Tel 02345 678901
- Tetra: Tel 03456 789012

**TAP water Purification**
- Alcon: Tel 04567 890123
- API: Tel 05678 901234
- Seachem: Tel 06789 012345

**Test Kits**
- API: Tel 01234 555661
- Seachem: Tel 02345 678901
- Tetra: Tel 03456 789012

---

**U.V. Clarifiers (Pond)**
- Hozelock: Tel 04567 890123
- Interpet: Tel 05678 901234
- Tetra: Tel 06789 012345

**U.V. Sterilisers (Aquarium)**
- Aquatics: Tel 01234 555661
- Aquarium: Tel 02345 678901
- Tetra: Tel 03456 789012

---

**Fish Foods**
- JBL: Tel 01234 555661
- Tetra: Tel 02345 678901
- API: Tel 03456 789012

---

**Coldwater & Pond Fish**
- JBL: Tel 01234 555661
- Tetra: Tel 02345 678901
- API: Tel 03456 789012

---

**Regulars**
- JBL: Tel 01234 555661
- Tetra: Tel 02345 678901
- API: Tel 03456 789012
Golden zebra loach
Botia histrionica

Today’s Diary Dates
April’s show, auction and club meeting dates.

Copy for Today’s Diary Dates
Southend Leigh & D.A.S. Auction. Contact: 01702 897137
Faliow & District A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01702 897137
Dunstable & D.A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01582 762058
York & Dist. A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01629 474017
The Irish Tropical Fish Society Meeting. Contact: 01359 48488
Halton A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01743 284620
North Bucks A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01604 277333
Oldham A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01628 281275
Preston A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01772 315215
Lang Toun Aquariums and Pondkeepers Group Meeting. Contact: 01629 592675
Wyke A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01472 445545

Wed 9th
Linzibgwg Aquarist Society Meeting. Contact: 01565 330558
Halifax A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01274 684271
Tameside A.S. Meeting. Contact: 0161 339 6553
Bradford A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01274 653451 or 0113 272 7199
Hounslow D.A.S. Meeting. Contact: 020 8960 6933

Wed 10th
MidSussex A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01293 840397
Kings Lynn Fish Club Meeting. Contact: 01553 769522 or 01553 793597
Fairclay A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01753 854795 or 01774 875002 West Yorkshire

Fri 11th
South East Marine Aquarist Society Contact: 0173 310542
Yorkshire Cichlid group meeting. Contact: 01244 316266
Basingstoke A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01264 370 165
West Cornwall Fishkeepers meeting. Contact: 01392 641507

Sat 12th
Robin Hood A.S. Open show & auction. Contact: 01273 812897
Ayrshire Fishkeepers Association meeting. Contact: 01294 565272

Sun 13th
North West Cichlid Group Meeting Contact: 01208 797593

Mon 14th
Kirkcaldy A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01592 634869 or 01383 205565
Bristol A.S. Meeting. Contact: 0117 929407
Ilford A & P Society meeting. Contact: 020 8582739
Grimsby & Cleethorpes meeting. Contact: 01472 391378
St Helens A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01942 296193
Osley A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01502 572487
Robin Hood A.S. Meeting. Contact: 0116 241697

Tues 15th
Southend Leigh & Dist A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01702 305274
Greater Manchester Cichlid Society Meeting. Contact: 0161 8603836
Oldham A.S. Meeting. Contact: 0161 334 4467
Midlands Marine Aquarist Society Contact: 0115 359 4469
Lang Toun Aquariums and Pondkeepers Group Meeting. Contact: 01629 592675
Wyke A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01472 445545

Wed 16th
West Yorkshire Marine Aquarist Group Meeting.
Clacton Fish Keeping Club Meeting. Contact: 01255 428065
Humber Aquarist Society Meeting. Contact: 01255 276666
Portsmouth A.S. Meeting.

Thurs 17th
May 2003 Today's Fishkeeper on sale
Glenruath meeting. Contact: D. Smart, 4 Lochly Ave, Kilmarnock, Ayr.
Bristol Tropical Fish Club meeting. Contact: 0117 973 2141
Sandgrounders A.S. Contact: 01825 744575
Fairclay A.S. Meeting. Contact: 0121 561293 or 0121 8585607

Fri 18th
Eastbourne & District Pondkeeping Society. Contact: 01323 771369
Discus Ireland meeting. Contact: 040 358793

Sat 19th
Sun 20th
Kirkcaldy A.S. Open show & auction. Contact: 01592 634869 or 01383 205565
Thurso & D.A.S. meeting. Contact: 01955 605394
Solway A.S. meeting. Contact: 01532 796695
Merseydside Aquarist Society meeting. Contact: 0151 766 3664
Ayrshire Fishkeepers Association meeting. Contact: 01294 565272

Mon 21st
Kirkcaldy A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01592 634869 or 01383 205565
Boris A.S. meeting. Contact: 01532 796695
Solway A.S. meeting. Contact: 01532 795695
Merseydside Aquarist Society meeting. Contact: 0151 766 3664
Ayrshire Fishkeepers Association meeting. Contact: 01294 565272

Tues 22nd
Northwich A.S. meeting. Contact: 01606 816096
Lang Toun Aquariums and Pondkeepers Group Meeting. Contact: 01606 816096
Croydon Aquarist Society meeting. Contact: 020 8654 0994

Wed 23rd
Hounslow D.A.S. Meeting. Contact: 020 8891 9693
Halifax A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01274 684271
Tameside A.S. Meeting. Contact: 0161 339 6553
Workington A.S. Contact: 01908 679662

Thurs 24th
MidSussex A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01293 840397

Fri 25th
West Cornwall Fishkeepers meeting. Contact: 01208 797593
Anabantid Association of Great Britain 9th convention. www.aabgb.org

Sat 26th
Anabantid Association of Great Britain 9th convention.

Sun 27th
Anabantid Association of Great Britain 9th convention.
Oldham A.S. Open show & auction. Contact: 0161 334 4467
Hull A.S. Open show & auction. Contact: 01489 562878
Dunstable & D.A.S. Spring Auction. Contact: 01582 792070

Mon 28th
Kirkcaldy A.S. Meeting. Contact: 01592 634869 or 01383 205565

Tues 29th
Wed 30th
Catfish convention success

The Catfish Study Group (U.K.) always have great speakers at their convention, and this year they invited Hans Georg-Evers & Ingo Siedel.

The Catfish Study Group (U.K.) is very lucky to have Brian Walsh as one of its members. Every speaker at their convention receives a hand-carved model of a fish made by Brian. These are real works of art, yet are also scientifically accurate down to the number of scales along the lateral line. Brian is second from the left and on the right is club president Trevor Norris.

About 80 people turned up for what was the highlight of this year's Catfish calendar. They were not disappointed! Hans and Ingo are two of the world's most knowledgeable catfish experts and have been out to the wild habitats of these fish many times over the years. This in-depth knowledge of their subjects shine through the presentations, however, their bright and lively style made even the scientific parts fascinating for those people without an academic background.

The only down side of this convention was its venue. This year's convention took place at a new venue which everyone was hoping would be a step up from the usual type of place used by fish clubs to run prestigious events like this. Sadly, the Standish High School near Wigan proved to be just like so many others. The building itself was in good condition and the room was properly blacked out, so at least we could all see the excellent slides without any problem. That was if you could stand the cold. The room was huge, the day bitterly cold and no-one knew how to turn the heating on until halfway through the lectures. Hans and Ingo took this in their stride and took it in turns to give sections of the presentation whilst the other was running around trying to warm up!

Apart from this one negative, the convention was a great success and everyone had a good time. Well done the Catfish Study Group (U.K.). Let's hope the heating is on next year!

FESTIVAL OF FISHKEEPING AND WATERGARDENING

Plans are well ahead for this year's festival. A new addition will be a huge marquee for a national Koi show. We understand from the organisers that about half the rooms are already booked at a time of the year when less than a third normally are. President of the FBAS, Joe Nethersell said: "We are really worried that not everyone who wants to come this year will be able to. Traditionally the regulars always turn up to book, but if they leave it too long this year they will end up missing out. I am trying to find alternative accommodation but obviously this will be off site and mean people travelling between the venue and their accommodation." Taking this warning on board the Today's Fishkeeper and Watergardener magazines team have already booked their rooms. See you there!
Shop visit

Today's Fishkeeper visits Perry's Aquatic Centre at Dunholme, Lincolnshire.

You drive by a couple of boards which are rather easy to miss. Looking around the tanks in Wayne's shop it was obvious a lot of love and care went into them. All the fish were healthy and looked in excellent shape. In terms of rarity there was nothing that really stuck out, just a full range of lovely healthy 'bread and butter' fish with a few oddities dotted about. All the prices were reasonable and we would have been happy buying any of the fish in this outlet for our own community tanks.

The other thing that stands out is Wayne's interest in his customers. He really does care about them and is willing to give them any help and advice they need to be successful fishkeepers. That's why many of his customers have been coming to him for years and will continue to do so.

Our verdict

A great venue for anyone looking for healthy 'bread and butter' fish for their community tank.

Wayne's verdict on the manufacturers

Which manufacturer has the best range of products in your opinion?

Tetra & Juwel
Which company gives your customers the best service?

Hagen
New introductions

Top German aquarist Erwin Schraml has been trawling through some recent imports to find more interesting fish.

PHOTOS: ERWIN SCHRAML

Flatfish

Again and again 'cute' little flatfishes appear in our pet shops which are sold as 'freshwater founders'. In most cases the species is actually Trioleos maculatus (its local name is Hopchoker). This Sole is mainly imported from Florida. Basically all Soles are predatory bottom dwellers. This species is not really a dwarf as it reaches a length of about 20 cm. The aquarium-atlas (Vol 5) gives the size as 45 cm, but this might be a mistake as the species can be found twice on one page under two names as well as under the synonym Trioleos fasciatus: 20 cm is not really big, if one considers that most species of the family Atherinidae are food fishes and are known to be at least 'plate-size'. This species adapts well to freshwater, even if it is also found in brackish and pure saltwater down to depths of 75 m. Little is known about the biology of this Rocker. In the Aquarium-atlas (Vol. 5) it is mentioned that the species spawned in captivity in 1985, when a large quantity of eggs were released. But no further information is given. These flatfish are found along the Western Atlantic-coast from Massachusetts to Venezuela.

Right: A head on shot shows how strange looking Trioleos maculatus is. In part this is because as a youngstar these fish swim normally and only as they mature move over on to their side. At this time the eye migrates from one side of the head to the other, so both eyes are on the top.

Below: A side view of the same fish. Normally they would be partly buried in the substrate (ideally sand) so you can hardly see them.
Electric eels

The term "electric eel" has the same hierarchical meaning as the term "pont". Both names differentiate classes of fish which are called in zoology "orders". Six independent families (Sternarcheridae, Notarchidae, Heteroarctidae, Anapomorphidae, Gymnarchidae and Gymnarchidae) are recognized within the electric eels order Gymnarchiformes. It is not easy to assign any living fish to one of these families without a diagnostic examination. But it is much more difficult, in many cases, to identify the right species. Nowadays, it is the extraordinarily good catalogue Electric Fishes of the Continental Waters of America which Francisco Mago-Lecia has produced that makes it possible to identify most of the species.

Sternarcheroperichthys was imported from Peru by Aquarium Glauser for the first time. It was initially discovered in the Rio Huallaga near Leticia. This less attractive species grows to about 30 cm. The aquarium basin should be dimly lit. It should be noted that they are aggressive towards smaller fish. Live foods, such as bloodworm or any kind of worms, are best for this species and larger specimens will prey on small fish and shrimps during the night. The species belongs to the family Anapomorphidae, in which the much better known black ghost knifefish (Apteronotus albifrons) belongs. The relatively large, deeply split mouth is striking and clearly indicates its predatory nature.

Tatia brunnea also occurs in Peru!

Mees has scientifically described, in 1974, Tatia brunnea as a new species from Suriname, actually from the Compagia Creek. The species is only known from the Suriname River, the Marowijne basin and from the adjacent French Guiana (Kamarons or Solora Creek).

This species could also have been imported by Aquarium Glauser from Peru, although there are some slight differences in the coloration when compared with the specimens Mees described. In Mees' fish, the black bands have dark brown marbling in the area of the caudal peduncle. The caudal has brown dots and no margins. The dorsal fin is not so darkly colored and there are some small spots on it. The caudal is more deeply forked but otherwise morphologically they are very similar.

The species only reaches a length of about 6 cm. Several differences between the sexes can be recognized, especially in the anal fin. The male's anal fin is thickened at the base and the membranes are pointed. Tatia catfishes can be bred in captivity. They are cave spawners and the male guards the eggs. Of this particular species, however, no breeding report has appeared yet and photos cannot be found in the aquaristic or scientific literature.

Letters in association with Tetra

Today's Postbag

Share your news, views and experiences through Today’s Postbag. Every month the star letter wins £25 worth of Tetra fishcare products – all for the price of a 27p stamp or an e-mail.

REAL THUGS

Star Letter

I have kept five Distichodus sextasciatus over the years. As much as I love the fish, when my present little chap goes I've promised myself that this will be my last. Mr Lowe's fish (as you know) is a toddler, but let it grow a little more and it will become an absolute psycho. Mr Lowe should never let this fish anywhere near fish that resemble it colour wise i.e. Clown loach, Tiger barbs etc. Also any of the disc characins. Broad sided silver fish will be constantly harassed. These fish can truly handle themselves and are a match for most fish. The manager of a local Maidenhead aquatics once told me he made the mistake of housing one of these fish with some larger Jaguar cichlids (punchy in anybody's book) You've guessed it, the Jaguars came off worst. Despite what I've said about loving these fish they are real thugs and thrive on a bit (a lot) of rough and tumble.

G. Simmons, Reading, Berks.

Keeping it cool

The excellent photo of Distichodus sextasciatus (TFK Feb p14) is reminiscent of our stunningly beautiful native Perch, Perca fluviatilis. Tony Jenno (1985) commented that various wild, coldwater fish do not survive in aquaria or shallow ponds, because they need lower temperatures than can readily be provided. "As no suitable refrigerating equipment for aquaria is readily available, these fish cannot be kept very successfully which is a great pity because, for instance, a Perch in good condition in a truly representative environment is probably as attractive as any other freshwater fish."

Well, equipment and aquarium techniques have moved on, and it would be interesting to know if anyone successfully displays Perch in indoor tanks. Olé Stripey is somewhat voracious, however, and his quarters might become quite messy. He also grows quite large, perhaps reaching 30cm after 5 years. It would be nice if some of our native fishes would become a bit more prominent. Not Pike, perhaps...

John Abbott, Okehampton, Devon.

Favourite SHOP

Enclosed please find some photographs of my favourite shop in Aberdeen. I wrote to you about this shop a little while ago and recommended it to your readers. I would also like to hear from people in the Grampian region who keep and breed Rift lake cichlids because I am thinking of setting up a club in Aberdeen.

A. Muller, Aberdeen

Fruiitless search

As a reader of all magazines regarding tropical fish and countless phone calls to practically every shop in the country, I am, after three years, still trying to trace a supplier for the Siamese Flying Fox, Crossocheilus siamensis. Does this fish exist any more? Pictures of it are in most books with descriptions etc. I have seen all the look-alikes from Epalzeorhynchos kelaartii to Gymnocheilus aymonin, but never the real thing. I would like to buy half a dozen but even one would be nice.

Michael Bennett, Wadebridge, Cornwall.

Ed note: Can any reader help Michael Bennett in his quest for these fish?

www.tetra-fish.co.uk
RAINBOW EMPEROR TETRA
Nematobyn lacortei
Blue Buttons

This part of ‘Alf’s Column’ will be a lot different from the previous ones, as it will deal with one very special animal only. And it is not even likely that the animal will commonly be kept in private aquariums. Why then spend a full column just on this organism? The answer is to me obvious: Simply because of its tremendous beauty and fancy adaptations to a life in the open oceans.

The tropical oceans are huge! Albatrosses drift on the up-winds of the southern seas. Sea swallows spend their whole life on the oceans and only seek the shores when nesting. Whales migrate from north to south. Less commonly known are the jellies that float more or less helplessly with the current: The stinging Portuguese-Man-of-War, the common and cosmopolitan Moon jelly (Aurelia aurita) or the colonial siphonophorans, (Apolloia uvanid), that form metre long colonies, sting badly and have caused disasters in fish-farms worldwide.

Blue buttons (Porpita porpita) belong to the drifters of the great oceans. Sometimes these tiny and fragile organisms are washed ashore on tropical beaches - often during tropical storms. This was just what had happened when my friend Ian Olsen and myself first saw Blue buttons on the beach of the island of Cabilao in the Philippines. (The island of Cabilao is in itself so beautiful that it is worth its own article, and we shall return to this location in later columns.)

The beach of Cabilao where we found Porpita porpita washed ashore after a storm.
Systematic

The Blue button belongs to the Phylum Cnidaria (Vertebrate Animals) and in Class Hydrozoa. They are grouped in the small, but nevertheless widespread order Chondrophora, which contains only two families and two genera. Cnidophorines were once classified with another unusual group of hydrozoans, the siphonophores.

The most famous siphonophore is Physalia, the so-called “Portuguese man-of-war.” Like Porpita, siphonophores somewhat resemble jellyfish but are actually colonial organisms, with different individuals specialised for different functions. There are only two accepted genera of chondrophorines, Porpita and Vejella, the latter, which resembles Porpita but has a keel-like “sail” on its top surface.

Biology

In Cnidaria we find many different sorts of organisations and reproductive cycles. Some, like the Anemones, have only polyp stages. Others, like the common Moon Jelly, alter between a sessile asexual polyp generation and a free-living sexual medusa generation and are used in biology textbooks as an example of such. Many…

---

TABLE 1: SYSTEMATIC PLACEMENT OF GENUS PORPITA IN THE ORDER CHONDROPHORA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phylum</th>
<th>Cnidaria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Hydrozoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order</td>
<td>Siphonophora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Chondrophora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genus Porpita</td>
<td>Porpita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genus Vejella</td>
<td>Vejella Linnaeus, 1758</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two colonies of Porpita porpita seen from the side. The blue colony clearly exposes the feeding and reproductive polyps, which are arranged on the underside of the colony close to its centre. The white colony exposes the peripheral band of proactive tentacles carrying polyps with stinging cells.

---

5 tubes with A1 phosphor mix www.d-daquariumsolutions.com
WHAT DOES PORPITA FEED ON?

This has not been investigated in great detail, but probably the feeding polyps do like the similar polyps of its relatives) catch all sorts of minute plankton passing through the bunch of tentacles hanging down from the underside of the colonies. I could, in a small photo aquarium placed on the veranda of my bungalow, observe that the colony regularly retracted or moved its tentacles, a response that might have been inspired by the touch of algal particles to its tentacles. It should also be noted that both Porpita and Veletia have symbiotic algae (zooxanthellae) in their tissues, which would suggest that at least some of their nutritional requirements would be met by photosynthesis. On the other hand, other pelagic animals, especially the nudibranchs from the genus Glaucus, feed on Porpita incorporating the poisonous compounds from their stinging cells into their body as protection.

Hydrozoans also show altering generations and not only that; they also show a high degree of polyp diversity within one and the same colony. Some polyps are specialised in feeding, others in reproduction while yet others have special functions such as floating. So also with Porpita porpita. It looks like a jellyfish but it isn't. The Blue button isn’t even a single organism, but a colony! The individual colonies are disk shaped. On the underside of the centre of the colony is a large, steril, smooth zoolid (individual polyp or animal), which contains an up to 2.5 cm wide central disc (pneumocyct) that is reinforced with a chitin-like material. It is chambered in cross-section and filled with gas, which keeps Porpita afloat. The remainder of the lower surface of the disc, between the central polyp and the tentacular zone, is completely covered by the long, slender feeding and reproductive polyps, bearing at their bases clusters of medusa in all stages of development. There are also a peripheral band of small dactylozooids, individuals that contain netting poison and sting. The sting is, however, not painful to humans.

More colours than just blue

Drifting on the surface of the endless oceans, Porpita has to protect itself from the strong and burning ultra violet radiation that hits the colonies almost constantly. Perhaps the bright colours found among these animals are linked to just that? Perhaps the colonies contain UV-protective pigments? Blue button is actually somewhat misleading. Many of the colonies are bright blue – due to carotenoprotein complexes, which shifts the absorbed light pattern to appear bluish, but there are all sorts of colours found among a population of Porpita porpita. We spotted white, blue, orange and yellow colonies ourselves when I first saw these wonderful animals washed up on the beach of Cabilao after a tropical storm. "Colourful Button" might be a better popular name perhaps?

Porpita porpita has a circum-tropical and circum-subtropical distribution, which means that it can be found in all tropical and subtropical oceans and along shores of subtropical and tropical areas. Look for it the next time you visit such locations.

Blue buttons in aquariums?

Can Porpita be kept in captivity? As far as I know, pelagic hydrozoans have never been kept in captivity, but this does not mean that they cannot be kept. Porpita probably can thrive in an aquarium, but would need a very special set-up. The delicate and fragile colonies are furthermore most vulnerable to collecting and shipping. Transporting the colonies from the site of collecting to the wholesaler's facility, storing them there and shipping them further to the market and pet shops is probably more difficult than keeping them alive in a specially designed tank! Enthusiasts living along tropical and subtropical shores have a much better opportunity to keep Porpita in captivity and to study parts of their biology in an aquarium, than aquarists of Europe or the States.

An aquarium designed for Blue buttons should from my point of view, be rather wide and low with a thin layer of coral gravel and should be designed to be viewed from the top rather than from the sides. It should be equipped with medium to strong illumination and have a weak but constant flow of water that would not disturb the colonies but ensure that food particles are carried around in the water column. Needless to say that the colonies must be fed often with minute, living plankton.

Blue buttons are jewels of the oceans. They belong in the ocean rather than in any marine tanks. I would, however, be very interested in feedbacks from people who have observed these animals in the wild and/or spotted them in the aquarium trade.

You can now Feed your fish and not your algae

www.d-daquariumsolutions.com
Come and visit one of the UK’s Premier Aquatic Centres
You will not be disappointed

Home Marine Quality Fish Centre not only supplies the largest selection of marine fish and inverts, we have a large tropical dept. Discus, S, Number Cats, South American and African Cichlids (Wild). We are main Deluge agents - full range in stock. DS Control Systems, Aqua Medic products, Marine Delune and Kowa-Phos. Tanks stocked Casoroffers, Aquaspecific, Jewels and Delune. Many set up as display aquariums. We stock high quality plants and plant accessories. We pride ourselves on high stocking levels, shipments of fish and inverts many times a week.

Advice from professionals over 30 years in the marine trade.
All our products are at competitive prices.

IF YOU ARE A KEEN FISHEELEL, WE EXPECT TO SEE YOU SOON!

HOME MARINE QUALITY
FISH CENTRE
Springtime NSY, Cattlegate Road, Crews Hill, Enfield
Phone: 0208 367 4191 Fax: 0208 363 3648
www.homemarine.net and www.home-marine.co.uk
email: russell.jackson@asol.com
Open 7 days 8am-5.30pm

TRAP-EZE
WORKS WITH MARINE OR FRESHWATER TANKS
TRAP-EZE comes with:
• Adjustable door and releasing plate to aid the capture of different sized fish
• Near top tuff as return food longer
• Feeding funnel & tunnel to keep out without removal from the tank

IF THERE IS A BETTER TRAP ON THE MARKET WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR ABOUT IT!

With its unique suction-cup system, TRAP-EZE can be positioned virtually anywhere in your tank to allow the selective capture of bottom, mid or surface dwelling species.

GET ONE NOW BECAUSE SOONER OR LATER YOU'LL NEED ONE!

Secure payments at £25.49 inc p&p can be made online by logging onto http://www.trap-eze.net. Payment by Visa or Mastercard. Third parties welcome.

DIAL PRODUCTS, PO BOX 816, LIVERPOOL L19 1HC. TEL 0151 722 1251.
Further information can be obtained by emailing trap.eze@tlad.com

biOrb

SIMPLY CLEAN - CLEARLY STYLISH

• Ideal for discerning fishkeepers of all ages
• Unique filter system for low maintenance
• 30 litre capacity is ideal for fish
• Safe, strong acrylic construction
• Versatile ‘go anywhere’ design
• Excellent range of accessories
• Technical support always available
• Stockists nationwide
Ponderings

As the pond really comes back to life in the warmer spring weather, Dave Bevan sets about dividing marginals and takes a look at our largest snake.

Snake in the grass

The Grass snake is the largest of our native snakes and may reach nearly 1.5m in length. It is equally at home on land or in the water where it hunts for both frogs and small fish. They often turn up in garden ponds, particularly in spring, attracted by the influx of spawning frogs and the promise of a few easy meals.

Apart from their larger size they can be identified by the yellow collar round the neck. Grass snakes are non-poisonous and are more attracted to frogs than fish, usually moving on to pastures new when the frogs disperse after spawning. However several years ago a large male long grass snake took up residence in the filter box at a friend’s pond, often coming out on sunny days to bask in the sunshine on top of the box. He (or she) showed no inclination to move on, and as the pond owner’s wife was terrified of snakes we popped it into a hessian sack and re-homed it at my large wildlife pond.

The grass snake moves quickly over land and through the water but if it is cornered it has other defences it can fall back on. It can excrete a foul smelling liquid and if this fails it may simply lie down and pretend to be dead.

FASCINATING FACT
**STAR STURGEON FACTFILE**

**Species:** Star sturgeon (Polyodon stellatus)

**Other names:** Stellate

**Other forms:** None

**Size:** Can easily reach 1.5 metres

**Weight:** Up to 20 kg

**Availability:** Frequently seen in aquatic outlets but are expensive fish and unsuitable to most ponds

**Habitat:** Inhabits large to very large rivers.

Star sturgeons are definitely not the best pond fish.

**DIVIDING A FLAG IRIS**

- Remove your plant from the pond and reduce to manageable clumps. Use a spade or fork if necessary.
- Place in planter, spread roots and add more aquatic compost and firm down ensuring the growing point remains above the soil.
- Rinse thoroughly and sub divide the clump into individual plants ensuring each has some rhizome. Do not use rotten or discoloured material.
- Cover with gravel and slowly lower the plant into the water to allow the air to come out.

**POND PROBLEM**

Whilst most of my fish have come out of the winter in good shape one of my goldfish remained sulking in the weed. Attached to its back was a blackish grey 4cm long worm like creature. Do you have any idea what it is?

The fish leech (Piscicola geometra) is a common parasite of freshwater fish and can grow to 6 cm in length. It can be found on any part of the fish’s body including the gills and inside the mouth where it hangs on, sucking the blood. When not attached to a fish it lives freely amongst the plants adopting a characteristic fish like posture.

Single leeches are unlikely to do much harm to a large goldfish but they are very difficult to eliminate from the pond because they produce leather like cocoons around their eggs which are resistant to chemical treatment.

Fish leeches are common parasites which can be difficult to eradicate once they have found their way into your pond.
COLDWATER: PONDS

EQUIPMENT CORNER

Spring is here and the fish are starting to show some interest again and the food you feed, both the quantity and quality, can have a profound effect on both the fish and their environment. No fish keeper wants his fish to go hungry but overfeeding, particularly early in the season, will lead to water quality issues as the filtration system struggles to cope with the additional load.

Would you like to be dished up the same meat and three veg every day? Ringing the changes may also result in happier healthier fish. Start the season with an easily digested sinking wheat germ pellet, change to floating types as the fish mobilise before moving on to the higher protein foods for the main season.

What ever you feed make sure it is all cleared up within a few minutes. Uneaten food will only contribute to poor water quality and how would you like to be swimming around in the left over gravy!

PLANT LORE

All types of water plants have one thing in common, once established they can grow and spread very quickly often forming a tangled impenetrable mat before you realise it. Sorting out the tangle often leads to levels of disturbance leaving areas of the pond looking like a bombsite. What is the answer?

Planters are available in all shapes and sizes and provided they are managed well your plants will look great whilst remaining under control.

BELOW THE SURFACE

When the pond is murky green or you are pulling out stringy blanket weed by the metre it is hard to believe that a large handful of barley straw could be the answer to your problems. How does it work?

Rotting barley straw releases algae inhibitors. These complex phenolic compounds inhibit the growth of most algae species but there is a catch - it is not an instant cure. It may take from 1 to 3 months depending upon the temperature before any effect is seen.

The best results are usually obtained if the straw is contained in a net and placed in the water flow or at least just below the surface, in the early spring before the algae populations start to build up. A natural cure which really is a win-win situation as the rotting material boosts invertebrate numbers providing welcome treats for the fish.

APRIL’S POND PROJECT

Now is the time to have a look at the well-established plants. Oxygenators like pondweed or water violet can be given a good short back and sides. It is surprising how much root growth there is, but leave any trimmings near the pond so that the pond life can return to the water. Now is a good time to thin out those clumps of marginals that are starting to take over the pond. If they have been growing in a container they can usually be lifted from the pond fairly easily, but if they have rooted to the bottom then you may be in for a wet and messy struggle.

FISHY TALES

Pond fish are at their most vulnerable as the temperature starts to rise and they begin to feed again after months of semi-dormancy, huddled together in the bottom of the pond. Whilst they still move slowly check them out for signs of disease and other ailments. Pay particular attention to any fish that remains on its own sulking on the bottom or among the pond plants.

The causative organisms of fungal and bacterial infections are often present in the water just waiting for the right conditions, particularly when the fish’s immune system is at its lowest, to invade.

Watch out for fluffy fungal growths and tiny white spots. During the winter months external parasites like the fish leech and fish louse can attach themselves to the fish, further lowering the body defences at this critical time.
anyone for snorkelling?

OK, so maybe we’re exaggerating slightly, but traditional foamed or foam-free pond pumps sited in the middle of your pond really are difficult to access and messy to clean. Unless you have a snorkel handy.

A Laguna PowerFlo Underwater filter placed at the pond side means longer maintenance intervals and easier access.

Our unique ‘click fit’ connectors make removal from the pond hassle-free and your feet stay nice & dry!

All Laguna products with the Click Fit symbol will easily connect together with no fuss or hassle for a complete easy maintenance system.
Coral Aquarium Cabinets
Est 1984
Quality hand made cabinets manufactured in Melamine & M.D.F. Cabinets to suit sump systems.
Large range of colours available. Standard sizes up to 6'0 or made to measure.
Aquarium Hoods manufactured to accommodate Metal Halide Lighting.
Send SAE for catalogue
Nationwide delivery service
Phone 0151 - 520 - 3181
Fax 0151 - 526 - 0200
Email: coralcabinets@blueyonder.co.uk
Web: www.coralcabinets.co.uk
Unit 1, Setton Lane Ind. Est.,
Maghull, Liverpool L31 8BX

QUALITY EUROPEAN DISCUS
By Tony Saul
8 Clifton Gardens, Brierley, Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S72 9HZ
TEL: 01226 713506. FAX: 01226 781976
Stocks include - 60 Tanks of Discus from Europe's Top Breeders - Selected Personally
- MAGNIFICENT - Solid Fire Reds and Original Marthara Reds
- SUPERB - Solid Steel Blues
- STUNNING - Snakeskin Reds
- PLUS - Brilliant Turquoise, F1 Aleuqzer Reds.
- Red Turquoise, Solid Greens
- PLUS - Dry goods.
- GENUINE - C.B.R and Metals Water Purifiers and R.O Units at lowest ever prices.
Retail Only Mon-Sat 8am-8pm Sun 8am-11am
Call And see Q.E.D. The Proof!!!

Premium Quality Discus at
Just Discus
Current stock includes...
- Blue Dimonds
- Marbora Red
- Blue Snakeskin
- White Snow
- Classic Brown
- Red Turqouise
- Pearl White
- Pigeon Blood Red
- Blue Turquoise etc etc...
- Expert Advice
- Own Discus Food
51 Spring Road, Kempston, Beds MK42 8LS
Open 7 days 2pm-8pm Tel/Fax: 01234 351166
www.JustDiscus.co.uk
We only sell quality Discus!
nr Junction 13 M1

Pay a visit to WHOLESALE TROPICALS
< RETAIL ONLY >
Following extensive renovations we now offer an improved, enlarged, modernised
aquatic showroom and aquarium display room. Full range of Flora & Fauna aquarium
set-ups and jewel aquariums on display, as well as many other types.
Large selection of Tropical Fish always in stock
Plants and Equipment
WE STOCK FULL RANGE OF EHEIM PRODUCTS
PRICES ON REQUEST
300 tanks of tropical fish which normally includes an extensive selection of Synodontis, Corydoras,
L number Plecostomus, Killie fish and American and African Cichlids.

SPECIAL OFFER - COMPLETE AQUARIUM SETUPS
Tank, filter cover, condensation tray, heater thermostat, internal power filter, GroLux lighting, thermometer, gravel.
24x15x12" £76.00 - 30x15x12" £82.50 - 36x15x12" £105.50 - 48x15x12" £131.00 /down tubing steel stand 24" £22.50 - 30" £33.50
36" £34.50 - 48" £38.00. All-glass aquariums 24x15x12" £20.00 - 30x15x12" £25.00 - 36x15x12" £29.00 - 48x15x12" £40.00.
Any size of All-glass aquariums made to order at competitive prices

If you are in the area please pay us a visit. Ask for Terry - Club visits welcome
Open: Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri 10am-6pm. Thurs 10am-2pm. Sat 9am-6pm. Sun 9am-1:30pm
On No 8 Bus Route - Opposite Main Post Office
220 Bethnal Green Road, London, E2. Tel: 020 7739 5356 Fax: 020 7729 2444
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS

10% DISCOUNT WITH A CLIPPING
OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT,
APART FROM SPECIAL OFFERS
Discus Problem Solver

Tony Sault solves another batch of your problems

I am close to purchasing my first shoal of young Discus. Can you help by telling me which fish to select when buying and which to avoid. I intend to have all the same colour strain initially hoping for a pair of the same colour when they have grown.

Geoff Makins, Middlesbrough

When selecting young Discus from a shoal, the criteria I apply are as follows. Firstly, shape, the fish must be a good circular shape with all the usual appendages i.e. no short dorsal fin or tails. Next size, if the average size of the fish is 5cm then logically some are over 5cm and some below 5cm, always choose the ones that are average size or above, never below average as these are less dominant fish in the pecking order. Next, look at the eyes. These must be clear and bright and interested in what you are doing. Finally, colour, this is not as important as the other criteria because with normal growth will some the colour, and a 5cm fish that is in full colour is not natural and is to be avoided, as is a dark fish which usually indicates that something is wrong.

Some months ago I set up a Juwel Trigon 350 on the Dennerle system to grow plants and keep Discus. Once the plants were growing well, I matured the filter with a few Zebra danios and when nitrites dropped to zero added a number of Gobydras and a few Angelis. Nitrites and nitrates are zero, hardness is 6dH, pH is 6.8 and temperature is 25°C. The tank is well furnished and the planting is getting pretty dense. Ten days ago I added 4 Discus (from the same tank at the dealers) of 3cm diameter. After 12 hours of hiding there followed a day of harmonious swimming and feeding as a shoal. Since then one fish has dominated the tank showing a lot of colour and simultaneously chasing the others if they appear. They show no colour, are very dark in overall coloration, spend virtually all their time hiding and are clearly losing weight. They even seem too scared to take food trickled to their hideouts while the bully is being fed in front. Any ideas would be greatly appreciated.

Rod Begbie, via e-mail

The dreaded pecking order syndrome is a fact of life in a Discus tank, but there are a number of things that you can do to try to minimise this. Increase the size of the shoal, Discus are a strong shouring fish and this decreases the chance of one fish being able to completely dominate the rest as in a small shoal the bullies life is made easier. Next, temporarily fit a divider to partition off the dominant fish giving it one third of the space and two thirds to the other fish. When the threat has been removed the reason for hiding will also disappear and the rest of the shoal should once again return to normal. You could also remove the dominant fish, but if you do this the pecking order will only reform and another fish will become dominant, I think a combination of the first two would solve the problem, that is partition off the dominant fish and then add two more fish to the rest of the shoal so that they bring out and start feeding again. Then when the shoal has returned to some normality allow the dominant fish back into the shoal and see what happens.

I am setting up my first Discus tank and as we have an abundance of rainwater in my area which I can collect with no problems in garden butts, would it be OK to use this instead of treated tap water?

Ken Miller, Manchester

Many years ago I tested the rainwater in my area with respect to using it in my Discus tanks and to my surprise it was heavily polluted. The reason being that within a few kilometres radius of where I lived there were 15 coal mines, two coal preparation plants, one coalplus plant and four power stations, plus numerous brick works and factories all playing a small part in the destruction of the ozone layer. Alas, all have now gone, so I suggest you test a sample for basics such as conductivity, pH and, depending on the results, I would still filter it through activated carbon before use. To give you an example, distilled water has a conductivity of 0 and a pH of 7. My Reverse osmosis units supply water with a conductivity of 30 at a pH of 6.7. I would also ensure it is collected over an inert material such as roof tiles and not corrugated sheets, so theoretically pure rainwater should be pretty close to these values. If so, then you would have to add some buffering capacity to the water or the pH will crash. There are various products on the market that will do this for you.

One of my Discus has suddenly become (according to what I have read) a 'Head Stander', swimming with its head pointing down all the time. Is there anything I can do for it?

S. Hughes, Reading

It is a quite common occurrence in Discus and is related to the swim bladder. First check your fish for lumps on either side of the abdomen, if these are absent then it is probably due to the gases being expelled from the swim bladder usually during a water change. If the fish swims through cooler water at this time the shock can expel the gases causing the condition you describe. More often than not the fish will recover without any help but tweaking the temperature up or down often helps.

I am planning to set up a tank for Discus, but I have not got a great deal of room in my flat. Can you tell me what would be the minimum size tank I would need?

M Haynes, Birmingham

To be kind to the fish, as they are a strong shouring fish, the smallest number of young Discus you should house is 6. If you accept this then the minimum size tank should be approx 150 litres. When you say you have not got a great deal of room I assume this would be for the length of the tank, if so you can simply increase the depth or width to suit both the space and capacity.
CARING FOR DYED CORAL

For aquarists that find themselves in the service of a dyed coral for any reason, the single most important way to improve the animal's chance of survival is feeding. Beyond the essentials of good water quality for reef invertebrates, it is critical to feed dyed corals as well or better than natural corals to compensate for their loss of production from shadowed or expelled zooxanthellae. Dyed corals are starving animals. Their metabolism is slower, their immunity is weakened and they may very well be dying. How much to feed will depend on the coral species, of course. But take heed that most reef aquarists drastically underfeed their corals and too many others at large inappropriately feed their tanks (like with heavy feedings of phytoplankton to zooplankton feeders).

A dyed or bleached and recovering animal can be quite sensitive to excessive illumination. Aquaria with bright or even just average illumination may be too bright for these animals. Under-illumination, however, can often be compensated for with appropriate feeding, so, let me suggest that dyed and recovering bleached coral be kept in low to moderate light, likely in the bottom third of a well-lit aquarium. In time with evidence of recovery, the specimen can be slowly migrated up the profile to brighter light and slowly improved natural pigmentation.

WHY DO DYED CORALS SUFFER?

The fundamental problem with dyed corals and anemones is that the saturation of their tissue with dye impedes the penetration of light into their tissue for the proper stimulation of zooxanthellae in symbiosis. Even without definitive scientific proof to confirm this, our present understanding of the dynamics of zooxanthellae in symbiosis with a host cnidarian lends a very informed assumption of the deleterious possibilities of dying live coral tissue. Zooxanthellae have evolved to utilise very specific wavelengths and intensities of light. Any shading or corruption in the illumination of these symbiotic algae, as with dye-stained tissue, surely impedes their function. Without fully functioning zooxanthellae, coral would be unlikely to provide food/carbon through photosynthesis with adequate light, a "bleached" animal is resigned to starve to death in weeks or months without extraordinary diligence from an aquarist or anemone with compensatory feeding of particulate and/or dissolved foods to the dyed victim. The coral or anemone will continue to execute normal polyp cycles, at least in the early weeks after the assault, and this will make supplemental feeding easier. A dyed coral or anemone will require the same due care and consideration as a pale stressed or bleached animal.

Responsible aquariology.

In parting, what can you do to help? First and foremost, don't buy these animals! Vote with your wallet, the strongest weapon you have, the consumer pound, euro and dollar. If the shipper that execute this abhorrent practice are too ignorant to know or care about a better way, and the local retailers are similarly ignorant or worse, then send a quiet and powerful message: don't spend your money with them. If you feel compelled or are in a position to be able to help a good dealer who would embrace a polite education on the practice, then by all means speak up and please do it respectfully. Perhaps share a copy of this article or any other bits of information that might seem topically helpful.

WITH THANKS

A special thank you to Doug Brummet of the Bay Area Reef Enthusiasts club (B.A.R.E.) and Amy Larsen for their assistance in helping me to secure useful photos for this article.
One of the Northwest's leading marine outlets!

Superb variety of hand selected livestock arrives at Cheshire Waterlife at least twice a week, giving us a stock of over 200 coral specimens and 70+ species of Marine fish.

Rare and unusual specimens a speciality.

Select your own cured liverock from our new holding system.

Dedicated "clean up crew" aquarium.

We offer expert advice on all aspects of marine, tropical and coldwater fishkeeping.

Juwel, Aqua Medic, Red Sea, Kent, Tropic Marin, Arcadia, TMC retailers.

Open 7 Days
late night every
Thursday 8pm

Restaurant
Play Barn
Birds Of Prey
Garden Centre
Craft Shops

Only 15 minutes from junction 19 M6

TS Lighting now in stock

Cheshire Waterlife, Blakemere, Craft Centre, Chester Road, Sandiway, Northwich, Cheshire, CW8 2EB.
Some diseases seem to come and go with the seasons. As Lance Jepson, our resident vet explains, Carp Pox is one of them.

This virus (CHV-1) causes groups of skin cells to proliferate into small (and not so small) masses. These growths, known as papillomas, are often whitish or greyish and resemble blobs of candle wax. They can occur anywhere on the body but particularly affect the mouth area, head and upper surface, and the fins. Experimental exposure of carp to CHV-1 found these growths appeared five to six months after infection. After a period of time these growths are shed and disappear, with no apparent trace that they ever existed. But don't be fooled — unfortunately a large percentage of infected fish do not eliminate the virus from their body; instead it hides from the immune system in certain cells of the body, including the cranial nerves, spinal nerves and some skin tissues.

Such infected fish are highly likely to remain infected for the rest of their life, with recurrences of the infection and hence the papillomas. Again experimentally this reappearance was around seven to eight months after their disappearance. In the pond situation CHV-1 recurrence is most often late autumn, with the number of growths and the number of fish showing signs increasing over the winter and into the spring.

What makes the fish susceptible?

High stocking densities will help the virus to spread, as will anything that damages the protective integrity of the skin and mucus covering, such as ectoparasites (especially fish louse) and trauma or abrasions.

When buying any carp always check all over the body for signs of Carp Pox. Take particular note of the area around the mouth because tumours can often develop here after Carp Pox has developed.
Carp Pox Disease Flow Chart

**TREATMENT**

Tumours that are often found around the mouth, that may require surgery or possibly chemotherapy to control.

**What causes the disease?**

Carp Pox is actually caused by a typical alpha-herpesvirus, and is probably better called Cyprinid Herpes Virus 1 (CHV-1). See diagram above.

**Disease Lookalikes**

Other causes of firm swellings that should be considered include other types of tumours such as fibromas, granulomas (areas of thickened inflammation) and epitheliocystis. This last disease is infectious and is caused by the bacteria-like organism chlamydia. It triggers whitish growths to occur not unlike lymphocystis, an ichivirus.

**Prevention**

Strict quarantine of all newly bought stock will stop the introduction of this virus into established collections. If you don't want it in your collection, don't buy from ponds or vats where there are fish showing typical pox-growths. In particular this applies to those retailers that keep their larger Koi for sale in ponds along with some resident fish; if these permanent fish are infected they will continually infect any new, non-infected Koi that are brought in by the retailer.

**Notes**

One of the worst cases of carp pox that I ever saw was in a Koi that had jumped out of a quarantine vat and had lain for several hours before discovery. During this time the skin on one side had dried out, presumably the side that had been exposed to the air. There was, not surprisingly, extensive damage to the outer skin layers. The fish recovered but within a couple of days there was massive outbreak of small, but typical carp pox lesions on that side. I assume this was triggered by the fish being immuno-suppressed, and the damaged skin layers being susceptible to viral multiplication. This fish recovered uneventfully whilst on covering antibiotics, given to prevent secondary bacterial invasion of the desiccated skin.

The health and well-being of all pond life depends on water quality. Over time, dissolved organics and sludge build up and can reduce the oxygen concentration in pond water, creating a breeding ground for disease-causing, pathogenic bacteria. By digesting sludge and reducing dissolved organics, Pond Care(r) ECOFOX reduces organic pollution, increases dissolved oxygen and creates a healthy ecosystem in the pond.

See our full range at www.aquariumpharm.com
Lakes, Pools and Puddles

In the final part of this definitive study of Amazon habitats, Dr Peter Henderson and Kathy Jinkings look at the lakes of the Amazon.

The chemical nature of Amazon lake waters is controlled by the waters by which they are fed. Black water lakes such as Amanã, Íamã and Tefé are large lakes formed at the mouth of forest tributaries flowing into the river Amazon. Although they do have connections to the main rivers they are largely fed by local forested catchment areas. These areas have an old sediment, leached of nutrients and easily soluble minerals, and acidified by the leaves and vegetable matter. These lakes have less floating vegetation than the whitewater floodplain lakes. However, apart from the waters accumulating from the forest, they are also connected to whitewater rivers, at least during high water.

This means that the ecology of the lake may change from the mouth to the head. In Amana, for example, there is extensive floating meadow at the mouth of the lake, where it is fed by whitewater, but only a few small patches at the head where most of the water comes from the surrounding forest. During high water season, the chemical nature of the lake is very close to that of the feeding waters, but during low water the lakes may be isolated and their nature changes. Floating vegetation can die back and release nutrients into the water, and as the floodplain water recedes back into the lake it can bring dissolved minerals. The pH of Lake Marcielinho, a whitewater floodplain lake, was measured at 7.8 in October 1994.
Fluctuating oxygen levels

The oxygen content of the water can vary greatly, often falling to very low levels. Factors controlling this include oxygen entering surface waters by diffusion, produced by plants during photosynthesis and consumed by decomposition processes, which increase in rate with increased temperature. Below a depth of 4 m floodplain waters rarely hold more than 50% of oxygen saturation levels, and can become anoxic. Thermally stratified waters can have a high level of oxygen at the surface, with almost anoxic water beneath. When the thermal stratification stops the oxygen levels throughout can change dramatically, as the lower anoxic water mixes with the upper, oxygen rich waters. An example of such a change occurred in the channel adjoining Lake Mamiraua during October 1995. The water was low and the lake had developed a plankton bloom. At 13:30 hrs photosynthesis of planktonic plants produced 25% super-saturation at a depth of 4 cm. However, when heavy rain commenced at 14:30 hrs the upper water layers cooled mixed with lower waters; surface oxygen levels rapidly declined to almost zero by 16:00 hrs. Oxygen levels can also vary in different areas of the lake, as different areas can be at different depths, hold different plant masses, or different masses of decomposing matter.

The channels provide a more stable environment. Usually they take their characteristics from the feeding river, but may occasionally be filled by water from the lake itself. As the water is constantly moving, it does not usually suffer the same stratification as lake water, and often the entire water content is saturated with oxygen. This makes them attractive to the floodplain fish, and often the channel may hold a higher biomass than the lakes. White water channels generally have a neutral pH of about 7. In low water, however, the channels may dry out into a series of muddy pools, so their inhabitants need to be prepared to move out as the channels dry. As the channels are a link between the lakes and the rivers, they have a population of both riverine and lacustrine species.

Close to the banks arowana, Osteoglossum bicirrhosum, can be seen jumping prodigious distances out of the water to snatch insects from overhanging leaves.

Oscar, like this wild caught specimen and other medium sized cichlids - Geophagus and Crenicichla patrol the edges of the lakes all looking for a meal.
Jam packed with fish

Both blackwater and whitewater lakes have a high species diversity, with many species in common. Fishes such as these that can adapt to different water conditions often make tolerant aquarium fishes. In a study whitewater habitats were found to be slightly more diverse, with 89 different species found, while the blackwaters held only 68 fish species. During high waters the black waters were found to have the highest biomass, i.e., weight of fish regardless of species, although in low water periods the whitewater channels generally held the greatest amount of fish. Although lakes may be isolated in low-water periods, in high water they are joined to the main rivers. Thus fish tolerant of changing conditions can easily move from one body of water to another. In many fishes, a regular move between lake and river is an essential component of their lifecycle.

Other than during periods of low oxygen, the floodplain lakes have a varied, and, during low water, a very dense fish population, ranging from the giant to the tiny. The huge Arapaima gigas grows to over 7 m, and is the largest scaled fish in the Amazon. They are now rarer than they once were, as they are regularly caught for food, but can still be seen in quieter lakes lying at the surface.

Whitewater lakes are ideal for snails, and the apple snails of the lakes grow heavily calcified shells, unlike the thin papery shells of those occasionally found in forest-leaf litter. The lake bottom is also a good home for molluscs, and often has a large bivalve population. Except during periods of low oxygen the floodplain lakes have a rich and at low water very dense fish fauna. In a lake that has been little fished by man it is common to see Arapaima gigas lying at the surface like logs or caiman waiting for suitable prey which is often an unawary fish. In low water periods the giant Colossoma feed on fruits and seeds that fall at the edge, although when high water comes they will move into the more productive forests. Catfish are common.

Close to the banks, often finding hiding places or burrowing within the banks themselves, are plecs, various doradids and Pimelodidae species. These come out at night, when there is less chance of attack by predatory birds; however the larger predatory fish also enter the shallows under methods of escape

A successful method of escape is an excellent idea in waters that contain not only Piranha but also the predatory Rhaphidion which hunt in the open waters. The most obvious feature of these fish are their immense teeth, which makes the dentition of the fabled Piranha fade into insignificance. Boulengerella maculata are also on the prowl - slender, pike-like fish that can grow up to 70 cm with jaws holding sharp, conical, curved teeth. The adaptable Pike character, Acipenseridus sp., are found both in open water and in channels, and in spite of a shape suggesting an ambush predator they are more than happy to pick off a meal in open waters.

Hatchet fish are able to escape from all these predators in a surprising way; the fish has a deep muscular keel, and is able to propel itself out of the water with its fins to "fly" a short distance across the water using its long pectoral fins. The flash of flying hatchets, accompanied by a clicking as their pectoral fins hit the water, is a common sight. In similar fashion the three species of Trilopotherus can rise like hydrofoils from the water and propel themselves with their pectoral fins.
the protection of night. Schools of Piranha and the Tucunare, Cichla monoculus, patrol the edges of the lake, although staying in slightly deeper water.

In the circumstances it is not surprising that many small fish seek small shallow bays, where there is often some cover. Here may be found schools of tetras, various anostomids such as Anostomus, Leporinus and Schizodon and characins such as Chobertus, Mylossoma and Myleus.

In the depths of the lake there is often a lack of oxygen, so benthic fish are rare. However, Stingrays, Potamotrygon sp and catfish such as Pterygoplichthys can be found foraging over the lake bottom.

Within the open waters even more fish can be found. Small and abundant fish, such as Plesiomeris pseudolatil, curimatids such as Potamobrycon affinis, Apistogramma and Pimelodus. Potamobrycon affinis, Apistogramma and Pimelodus inhabit the open waters.

Serrasalmids and Brycon are easily visible because of their tail colouring, which is often somewhat frayed due to Piranha wrasse. Right on the surface of the open waters are the immediately identifiable Needle fish, Mastomorphus guianensis. These fish are extremely elongated with long jaws, and are representatives of a mostly marine family, the Belonidei. In schools the shy fish hunt the water surface for insects, easily visible but ready to dash away if a shadow falls across them or there is a water disturbance. The water surface is also the feeding place for the three species of Triportheus. These search the surface for pollen, other vegetable matter and insects.

Birds just as much a threat

Especially at low waters the lakes are the hunting ground for a variety of birds, often in numbers which can pose a major threat to fish. An example of this is the colony of 25,000 to 30,000 Neotropic Cormorants which inhabit the white water lake Maramura. During the low water season the colony hunts as a group, with each bird able to eat its own body weight in fish daily. This colony probably consumes 100,000 fish per day, even Piranhas and spiny catfish. Egrets, terns and herons also fish the waters, and every bank has a vividly jewelled kingfisher, patiently watching the water for a meal.

Reader offer

Peter Henderson has produced a CD entitled Amazonian Fishes and their Habitat priced £60. This is one of the most complete reference works about the region ever published and covers all Amazon habitats and the fishes that live there. This CD is not generally available through aquatic shops so Today's Fishkeeper has got together with Pisces Conservation Ltd. to offer this to our readers. The price includes postage and packaging.

Send a cheque or P.O. made payable to Pisces Conservation Ltd. to:

Today's reader offer,
Pisces Conservation Ltd.,
IRC House, The Square, Pennington,
Lymington, Hampshire, SO41 8GN

Hatchet fish like this Gasteropelecus sternicla have developed a unique method to escape from predators.
Today's Fishkeeper

"Xingu Experience"
A chance to live your dream

Departing May 2003 £2200

Sponsored by Hagen

EXCLUSIVE READER OFFER

A lot more than just catfish will be caught on this trip. Cichlids, tetras, killifish, knife fish, and livebearers are all there waiting for your net.

It is many a fishkeeper's dream to travel to the Amazon and see where the fish they keep at home actually come from, but this sort of adventure doesn't appear in your local travel agent's brochure. So Today's Fishkeeper has teamed up with Goldenline to offer you the trip of a lifetime to the Rio Xingu and Altamira.

This expedition will take you into the heart of rare Pec country where Golden nuggets, Zebra plecs and many other beautiful fish come from. What you won't find here are first class tourist hotels. You will be travelling many miles away from civilisation, sleeping in hammocks and staying in native accommodation. You will need to be fit and willing to rough it a little to join this expedition. On the plus side, you will be taking part in a real Amazon adventure rather than a sanitised tourist holiday.

On a trip like this you will have a chance to catch hundreds of species of fish which, up to now, you have only seen swimming around in aquaria. If you snorkel then you will have the added bonus of being able to watch your favourite fish swimming around in its native home.

This could be your catching bucket with some Golden nugget plecs in it.

ITINERARY
First port of call is the historic old town of Ollinda for an over night stop before flying on to Belem at the mouth of the mighty Amazon river. An overnight stop here allows you to take in more of the unique culture that is Brazil before heading out into the wilds. The next day you catch the early flight to Altamira and join your boat in the Lagoon at Altamira.

Now starts the real adventure with a fast canoe taking you down stream to Isla do Faz. This is the main base and stopping off point for fishermen and traders in the Zebra Lagoon. There is an overnight stop at Isla do Faz so you have a chance to do some night fishing.

Next day it's back in the last canoe downstream to the main fishing grounds, visiting small settlements where families fish for Gold nuggets, Peppermint plecos, Goldy plecos and the like. Here we will also find divers collecting Zebras, Heteroedon and other large water fish. During the afternoon we return to Altamira. Here we will be visiting some local fish exporters but also experiencing the lively latin atmosphere of an Amazon river town.

Now it is back out into the wilds with an early start going by fast boat upstream to the Itiri River to explore the fishing activities and local settlements. A wonderful range of aquarium fish come from this area and we have a couple of days to explore the wonderful diversity of Amazon fish.

After returning to Altamira you catch a flight back to Recife where the last 2 days are spent in comfort before returning home to England late on day 12.

BOOK NOW

The cost of this adventure is £2,200 including all flights and transfers, hotel accommodation, including breakfast and all meals (local style) on board boat. If you would like to join the Today's Fishkeeper "XINGU EXPERIENCE", departing May 2003, call Goldenline on 01564 783706 or email steve@goldenline.co.uk
Today's Fishkeeper

Holiday Winner

David Hits The Jackpot

In December and January's issues we ran a Hagen sponsored competition for one lucky reader to win a trip of a lifetime to visit the Amazon and another reader to win a Fluval Duo 800 complete aquarium set-up. Pat takes up the story.

The response to the competition came from fishkeepers aged from 14 to 68 showing that the spirit of adventure encompasses all ages. The choice of who was going to win the trip was made after a lot of agonising by the editorial team, and after consultation with Jackie Wilson, marketing manager at Hagen who sponsored this unique prize. Now all we had to do was ring the lucky winner and tell him.

When Derek called David Clarke from Leicester to tell him that he had won the trip to the Amazon he initially thought it was someone trying to sell him insurance! Then he thought it was someone winding him up, but a quick check in the magazine confirmed that the telephone number was that of the Today's Fishkeeper editorial office and it certainly wasn't a wind up.

David said he had never won anything before, but it was the luckiest day of his life when he walked into the newsagent's and bought a copy of Today's Fishkeeper. His prize winning reply said, 'After 21 years of sharing my home with fish, it's about time they shared their's with me and at the same time fulfill my dreams.'

David has been a fishkeeper from the age of 10 and has participated in all aspects of the hobby. He has a large tank in his lounge and is in the process of fitting out a fishroom. He has kept and bred many species and his fishroom contains several breeding colonies. He is interested in all kinds of fish. He is 31 years old and married with a baby daughter and a trip such as this would have been a distant dream. He says he doesn't like snakes and spiders (especially the large variety), he also hates flying and after his one and only trip abroad by plane swore he would never fly again, however, he'll chance it all to achieve his dream.

We had a great afternoon talking fish with David. He would like to thank Hagen for sponsoring him and I'm sure all our readers wish him well. Have a great trip Dave and we look forward to hearing all about it.

The Runner Up

The winner of the Hagen tank is Mr. J. Wilson of Worksop. More about the runner up in the May issue.
From the bottom up

Peter Hiscock, author of The Encyclopedia of Aquarium Plants joins Today's Fishkeeper as our new plant expert.

In this new series I will be aiming to cover subjects that will help anyone to develop and maintain a healthy planted aquarium. Each month I will be looking in detail at a plant related subject, providing advice in problem control, and introducing plant profiles for ponds, beginners and feature plants.

Working in the retail aquatics trade, I often hear customers say things like, “Why do all the plants I buy die?” or “I’d love to keep plants but the fish just eat them”. My personal stance on this is that any plant or fish species can be kept healthy and happy if it is provided with conditions that mimic its natural environment. A lone Cardinal tetra would not do well in a bare tank with bright light; a Goldfish will not survive a fraction of its life span if kept unsuitably in an unfiltered bowl, and plants will also suffer in unsuitable conditions. So how can a good environment be created? The best place to start is at the root of the problem - the substrate.

**The root of the problem**

Substrates should be far more than a place to put decor and stop plants from drifting around. A good substrate should act as a nutrient sink, collecting and storing nutrients for assimilation through the plants roots. An environment which collects and stores nutrients must be low in oxygen content so the nutrients are not oxidised and become unusable, it must be low in water movement so the nutrients are not washed away, and must contain organic matter that nutrients can bind to. Organic matter in the substrate is easy; waste from fishes will soon provide this.

Creating minimal water movement and low oxygen conditions can be done by using a fine grade gravel (1-2mm) and making sure the substrate is at least 5-7cm deep. An ideal gravel for this purpose is lime free quartz or silica sand.

Once a build up of organic matter has begun, nutrients from fish waste, the water and any liquid fertilisers will begin to collect in the substrate, where plants can then take them up. To enhance the process, it is well worth adding a nutrient rich additive such as laterite to the substrate, normally as a thin layer halfway down or mixed in with the lower half of the substrate. For a professional touch, a heating cable can be used at the base of the aquarium beneath the substrate.

Heating cables provide a gentle heat, raising the temperature of the substrate slightly above the water temperature. This temperature difference creates convection currents that slowly circulate water around the substrate, also moving nutrients around and preventing anaerobic (zero-oxygen) patches, which can stagnate.

To keep a deep substrate working correctly as a nutrient sink it must be maintained properly, the best advice here is to simply leave it alone. Constant movement caused by stirring or gravel cleaning will simply disrupt the roots, introduce oxygen, and remove nutrients. I would recommend, however, that the top 1-2cm of the substrate and any areas without nearby
PROBLEM CONTROL – SNAILS

The novelty of a few snails appearing in a planted aquarium quickly wears off when they decide to multiply rapidly, becoming unsightly and causing damage to more delicate plant species. Although snails are sometimes considered useful algae eaters in the aquarium, it would take a large number of snails to equal the algae eating capacity of a team of Otocinclus, Pelia or Ancistrus catfish. Snails usually arrive with plants, and although each individual plant can be checked, one or two will always get through. Considering that snails are hermaphrodites, meaning both male and female, only two individuals are required to start a population explosion. Even using prevention methods such as dipping plants in concentrated snail killer solutions is never 100% effective.

As with many problems nature provides the best solutions - natural population control. Bottom feeding scavenger fish naturally eat snails and with a substrate emptying creatures on the prowl and given the opportunity, will do the same in the aquarium. Larger catfish such as some Synodontis sp. and the Tshikologo catfish group are ideal for this job but may be a little too destructive for a planted aquarium. Loaches are a far gentler group of fish and all but the sucker mouthed loaches will readily eat snails. A popular choice is the wonderfully coloured Clown loach (Botia macracantha) that is well suited to the job. It should be noted, however, that most loaches would be unable to tackle larger snails, which may have harder, thicker shells and so will only eat small or young snails.

For larger established snails other methods may have to be used. There are a number of treatments available to kill snails although many of these treatments may be harmful to sensitive fishes, including some loaches. The use of snail killers in tanks with a large snail population also presents another problem - dead snails decomposing in the substrate, possibly causing water quality problems. For the anti-chemical amongst us, trapping is a more agreeable alternative. A sinking food pellet placed beneath an upside-down saucer on the aquarium floor at night will attract a mass of snails. By the morning, the hapless snails, outwitted by the flicker, can then be removed with ease.

Specimen plants

There are three main varieties of this plant available and a number of hybrid varieties; most have mottled leaves with a combination of green, brown, orange, red, or crimson. The plant is a tropical lily and produces rounded, slightly crinkled leaves up to 20cm in diameter that, if left, will reach the surface and quickly dominate a large area of the aquarium. The size of the plant can be controlled by regularly pruning the largest leaves, over time the leaves will then become smaller and more compact. The Tiger lily will take time to establish to a new aquarium and is easily damaged during transport. Check when buying this plant that it either has well established roots or is growing from a bulb, in some cases it is possible to just buy the bulbs, virtually eliminating problems of damage during transport and acclimatisation. Once established, the tiger lily is quite hardy and only requires a good substrate, moderate nutrients and bright lighting. With good plant husbandry, this plant will become a dominating and stunning feature plant.
A plant for any aquarium

The versatile java fern (Microsorum pteropus) can be used in a number of unusual ways, but you will have to wait till next month to find out how! As an aquarium plant, it is ideal for the middle or back of the aquarium and has few requirements. It is slow growing, so does not require bright light or masses of nutrients, and its roots do not require a deep substrate. Its leaves are tough and also contain a mild toxin that makes it unappetising to fishes with a taste for plants. The only requirements this plant needs are that the main root (rhizome) should be placed slightly above the substrate and it should be sheltered from very bright light. In fact, Java fern may be one of the hardiest aquarium plants available and if your plant-keeping skills are verging on embarrassing - this is the plant to try!

Java fern has several cultivated forms including 'Windsor' which is available from shops which stock Tropica plants.

Something for the pond

With spring rapidly approaching it is time to begin cutting away any old growth and clearing room for new plants around the pond. Most retailers will by now be fully stocked with pond plants and equipment but it is worth bearing in mind that the best quality plants will only arrive on sale in late spring. For now, stick to hardy plants which will add a little greenery and cover any bare edges or exposed liner between the pond and its marginal areas. For this purpose Creeping Jenny (Lysimachia nummularia) is ideal. This hardy stem plant with rounded green leaves up to 2cm wide will trail over the pond’s edge into the water and can be used to cover any unsightly pipe work or edges. Creeping Jenny should be planted in dense groups in moist soil and placed in open or partially shaded areas. When summer finally arrives, the Creeping Jenny will be well established and should produce small bright yellow flowers.

COMING NEXT MONTH

After sorting out your substrate, next month I will take a look at some plants that require no substrate at all, and the interesting things you can do with them.
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There be dragons!

Fancy keeping some Dragons?
Well, Bob & Val Davies think they make ideal starter reptiles for the beginner.

A NUMBER OF THE AGAMA FAMILY ARE referred to as Dragons, particularly several Australian and S.E. Asian species and some of these make excellent vivarium inhabitants especially for beginners.

Two very popular species are Bearded dragons (Pogona vitticeps) and Water dragons (Physignathus cocincinus).

These two come from different habitats; the former originally from Australia where it is an inhabitant of quite arid regions and such conditions must be replicated in captivity. The Water dragon, as its name implies, needs a humid set up to simulate its rainforest habitat. Given the right conditions, treatment and food both species, if obtained in good condition, should present few, if any problems and have captive life spans of about 10 years.

'Beardies' have the added advantage in that any you buy will have been captive bred. Selective breeding has now produced several colour morphs such as lime, red, albino, gold etc. which command a higher price. A few breeders are producing a slightly smaller relative, Rankins dragon, which is similar in appearance and requires identical conditions. Water dragons are somewhat larger than 'Beardies' but being an arboreal species can, with proper furnishing, take advantage of the increased height in a vivarium. A few keepers are breeding the species in captivity but baby specimens are frequently imported having been captive farmed. Obviously it is better to obtain young specimens of both species. Wild caught, larger specimens of Water dragons will be skittish and in the past many have caused themselves serious injury by smashing their snout on the front glass. These injuries often became infected with treatment often posing serious problems.

Bearded dragons

The common name comes from the pouch under the throat that is inflated when threatened or during courtship - in the latter case the male's beard turns almost black. It is a diurnal lizard that spends long periods basking and requires high temperatures. The spines that give them such a fierce appearance are quite soft.

especially when stroked from front to back. 'Beardies' tame very quickly and love to feed from the hand. In the wild and when kept in groups in captivity hierarchies are formed. An alpha male establishes his territory and mates with females. Hierarchies also exist among the males and juveniles. If kept in such groups, especially when young, care should be taken to ensure all get sufficient food and several basking spots will need to be set up. Any which are being bullied will need to be housed separately.

Bearded dragon - normal colour phase, showing soft spines.
CAPTIVE CONDITIONS FOR WATER DRAGONS

Distribution: South East Asia

Adult size inc. tail: 85 cm

Vivarium size: 120 x 75 x 120cm for an adult pair.

Substrate: Layer of potting compost mixed with leaf litter, topped with sphagnum moss.

Décor: Branches for climbing, plastic plants for shade and concealment. Pool for bathing and drinking.


Humidity: 80% - a daily spray is necessary. A pool will help to maintain humidity.

Food: Insects; also earthworms, moths, occasional defrosted young mice or rat pups. Calcium and multivitamins supplements needed.

Compatibility: Males usually incompatible. Keep either a pair or trio.

Breeding: Reduce all temperatures by about 5°C for 8-10 weeks. Reduce misting. Reduce photoperiod to 10 hrs.

No. of eggs: Clutches of approximately 6-20 eggs two or three times a year.

Incubation: Takes 80-90 days incubated in vermiculite and water at 30:8 ratio. Cover with damp sphagnum moss. Mist moss to maintain high humidity. Temperature 30°C.

Care of Young: After hatching, if all egg yolk has been absorbed youngsters should be moved to a vivarium similar to that of the adults (obviously smaller) and offered food of a suitable size, small amounts several times a day. Temperatures should be slightly lower than that of adults to avoid dehydration.

Water dragons

These have become a popular alternative to Green Iguanas as their eventual size and character make them a more suitable vivarium subject. The body scales are very fine giving the feel and appearance of smooth fabric. Youngsters are particularly attractive with lighter green diagonal stripes on the body and some have a bluish tinge on the shoulders. Baby specimens soon become hand tame and continued daily handling will ensure adults remain tame. Interesting behaviour in Water dragons consists of head bobbing and arm waving - the former is used to show dominance, the latter a sign of appeasement.

CAPTIVE CONDITIONS FOR BEARDED DRAGONS

Distribution: Australia

Adult size inc. tail: 50-55cm

Vivarium size: 150 x 60 x 45cm for two to three adults.

Substrate: Dust free sand

Décor: Sturdy logs/rocks under basking light, cork bark shelters. Small water dish.

Temperature: Day: 40°C at hot spot, cool end about 26°C. Night: 22°C. Photoperiod 14 hrs. UVB light essential.

Humidity: Low. Do not spray - water bowl should be small.

Food: Insects; also vegetable matter e.g. chopped peppers, broccoli, endive, watercress etc. Calcium and multivitamins supplements needed.

Compatibility: Keep either a pair or male and two/three females. Ensure all get adequate food and basking opportunities.

Breeding: Stimulate breeding by a cool period 6-8 weeks at maximum temperature of 24°C day, 15°C night. Reduce photoperiod to 9 hrs.

No. of eggs: Approximately 20 per clutch - up to three clutches a season.

Incubation: Takes 60-70 days incubated in vermiculite and water at ratio of 2:1:8. Temperature 30°C.

Care of Young: After hatching, if all egg yolk has been absorbed youngsters should be moved to a vivarium similar to that of the adults (obviously smaller) and offered food of a suitable size, small amounts several times a day. Temperatures should be slightly lower than that of adults to avoid dehydration.
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Organic Life
NATURALLY BETTER LIVING

Indulge yourself in a new monthly magazine which gives you...

FOOD  TRAVEL  HEALTH  BEAUTY  RELAXATION  GARDENING  NATURAL REMEDIES

Start a Healthy Life on the 10th April

Launching on April 10th and available every month from most Newsagents, Supermarkets and Independent Retailers.
Fantastic reader offer!

The First Time Fishkeeper supplements are a must for anybody interested in keeping fish. Addressing the most basic aspects of the hobby, it is designed to give new enthusiasts the confidence to become successful fishkeepers.

In the Tropical Supplement
Learn how to:
- Understand water chemistry
- Purchase the right plants
- Maintain your tank
- Use the right filter
- Light the aquarium
- Buy your first fish
- Buy a fish tank
- Feed fish

In the Marine Supplement
Learn how to:
- Understand water chemistry
- Use the right aquarium
- Use a protein skimmer
- Light the aquarium
- Buy your first fish
- Mature your tank
- Set up your tank
- Feed fish

Today's Fishkeeper want to make sure that these authoritative guides are available to all new fishkeepers. Therefore we will send you copies of the supplement for just the cost of a stamped self-addressed envelope.

To order your copies please send the coupon below, with an A4 SAE and stamped with 44p per supplement or 54p for both supplements* to Today's Fishkeeper Supplement Offer
TRMG Ltd, Winchester Court, 1 Forum Place
Hatfield, Herts. AL10 0RN
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
*Please ring +44 1707 272999 ext. 231 for details of overseas postage
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End Point

Do you love Pencil fish but want them a bit bigger? Peter Capon has an ideal golden oldie which is not so common now, but makes an ideal candidate for the larger aquarium.

In the 1940's and 1950's Anostomus anostomus was a popular fish, both on the show bench and in the community aquarium of larger fish. The usual common names are the Striped pencil fish, Striped headstander or just simply Anostomus.

The Striped pencil fish was first introduced to European aquarists in 1924 by W. Emke but only arrived in the UK in 1931. It was described by Linnaeus in 1758 and is classified in the Characidae within the subfamily Anostominae. Its natural habitat is Venezuela and Guyana and there are reports of it also being found in the Amazon above Manaus. A maximum size of 14cm is recorded for this fish, but it is rare to see adult specimens above 10cm in captivity.

In appearance it reminds one of a giant pencil fish with its elongate torpedo shaped, faintly compressed body. There are three horizontal bands on the body that are usually black and in certain lights can be overlaid with a faint lilac hue. The edges of the lines are not sharply demarcated but have a saw tooth-like edge where the dark colour is on one scale but not on its immediate horizontal neighbours. Between the bands the base colour is a creamy yellow. The upper band starts from the head and runs along the flank to the caudal peduncle, often just markings the adipose fin. The second line starts at the jaw, runs through the eye to the tail and in some specimens forms a blotch where it joins the other two lines. The lower line starts just below the eye, extends through the lower part of the operculum and finally ends in the deeply forked tail. There are red splashes on the dorsal, caudal and anal fins and occasionally on the adipose fin.

The upper lip is set well back giving the also of a surface feeder and the mouth is larger than one would expect from the other body proportions. The only other fish that could possibly be confused with Anostomus anostomus is the less colourful Anostomus ternetzi.

Striped pencil fish are omnivores taking the usual live foods and good quality prepared foods. In the aquarium it will be seen browsing on both algal growth often swimming upside-down or on its side to enable it to get at the choice growths. A sure sign of a healthy Anostomus is its constant mouthing of rocks and plants in search of food.

The common name of Striped Headstander is in fact a misnomer as a healthy fish tends to swim horizontally when not performing acrobatics in its search for tidbits. In fact, a head standing attitude is a sign of stress and indicative that all is not well.

Water conditions are not that critical, however, when first imported it will need careful acclimatisation. Ideally this fish needs plenty of swimming space and shady areas in which to hide. A filter turning the water over twice an hour is useful. The suggested water parameters are a maximum doH of 100, a pH of 6.0 to 7.0 and a temperature of 24 to 27°C.

Since they can attain quite a reasonable size it is best to house them in a large deep aquarium to allow growing space. It can be housed with other peaceful fish of a similar size, but tank mates with long flowing fins should be avoided as this fish can't resist a quick nibble. Some specimens can be a nuisance and will sneakily creep up behind even cichlids and shred their fins. These attacks usually take place in the early hours, so if its tank mates start to show shredded fins it is likely that your...

HOW DO YOU BREED THEM?

Anostomus anostomus has probably yet to be bred naturally under aquarium conditions. It has, however, been spawned a few times but always with the use of hormone injections. In these artificial spawnings the eggs were scattered throughout tank. The eggs were small for the size of the fish and completely transparent. These eggs increase in size as they develop which is unusual. It is said that the fry hatch in 18 to 24 hours at 27°C and are free swimming 4 to 5 days later.

Anostomus is the culprit. Among themselves they can be aggressive, particularly if only two or three are kept together, but if seven or more are kept then this aggression is diluted.
You can now

**Feed your fish and not your algae**

Guaranteed to absorb more phosphate than any other phosphate remover worldwide!

The professional way to control nuisance Algae in Freshwater & Marine Aquariums, Ponds & Lakes.

**Suitable for:**
Tropical, freshwater and marine aquariums, ponds and lakes.

Absorbs phosphate and silicate without releasing back any of the absorbed materials.

Used on Lake Plötzensee in Berlin to eradicate algae effectively.

It can be left indefinitely in saltwater and freshwater aquariums with no ill effects – and changed when exhausted.

Can be used in new water prior to addition to aquarium as it removes phosphates nearly instantly.

**ROWA** Carbon – the essential material for absorbing toxins in your aquarium

[www.d-daquariumsolutions.com](http://www.d-daquariumsolutions.com)